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Abstract: The division algorithm for ideals of algebraic power series
satisfying Hironaka’s box condition is shown to be finite when expressed
suitably in terms of the defining polynomial codes of the series. In
particular, the codes of the reduced standard basis of the ideal can be
constructed effectively.

1. Introduction
Let H : An+p

K → ApK be a polynomial map between affine spaces over a field K. Assume
that H satisfies at 0 the assumption of the implicit function theorem,

∂yH(0, 0) ∈ Glp(K) and H(0, 0) = 0,

where y = (y1, . . . , yp) denote coordinates on ApK . Then there is a unique formal power
series solution h = (h1, . . . , hp) of the system H(x, y) = 0 at 0, say

H(x, h(x)) = 0 and h(0) = 0.

Actually, the components hi are algebraic power series in the sense that each hi satisfies
a univariate polynomial equation over the polynomial ring K[x1, . . . , xn]. Conversely, any
algebraic power series h1 vanishing at 0 arises in this way: There is a system of polynomial
equations H(x, y) = 0 satisfying the assumption of the implicit function theorem so that
the unique solution h has first component h1. This is known as the Artin-Mazur theorem
[4, 7, 8]. The characterization allows one to encode algebraic power series by a polynomial
vector H ∈ K[x, y]p as above. The advantage of this code in comparison with taking the
minimal polynomial lies in the fact that the latter determines the algebraic series only up to
conjugation, so that extra information is necessary to specify the series, typically a sufficiently
high truncation of the Taylor expansion. In contrast, the polynomial code H determines the
series h1 completely and is easy to handle algebraically.

Phrased more abstractly, the Henselization of the localization ofK[x1, . . . , xn] at the maximal
ideal (x1, . . . , xn) can be realized as the inductive limit of essentially étale extensions [5, 8,
16, 38, 49]. Therefore any algebraic power series belongs to such an extension – which, by
definition, can be described by a code as above.

It is then natural to ask to what extent operations with algebraic power series can be expressed
in terms of their code; and, if this is the case for a certain operation, what will be the respective
formulation of the operation in terms of the code.

In the present article we answer this question for the division of algebraic power series and
for the construction of reduced standard bases of ideals. When just considered for formal
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power series, the division is an infinite algorithm in the infinitely many coefficients of the
series. If the involved series are algebraic and satisfy Hironaka’s box condition (to be defined
below, see section 3), Lafon in the principal ideal case and Hironaka in general have shown
that the remainder of the division is again an algebraic series [27, 33], cf. also [8, Thm. 8.2.9,
p. 169]. As a consequence, the reduced standard basis of the ideal is also formed by algebraic
series. This fact was used for instance by Hironaka in order to construct idealistic exponents
of singularities on étale neighborhoods and to control the behaviour of the local resolution
invariant ν∗ under blowup [27, 28, chap. III].

The beforementioned box condition is the natural extension to the case of ideals of the notion
of xn-regularity of a series. It postulates the existence of a specific Rees decomposition
– namely one which is generated by monomials in an appropriate coordinate system – of
the quotient module of the power series ring modulo the given ideal, cf. [43] and section 2.
Algorithms to determine Rees decompositions have been proposed by Sturmfels-White [52].
They rely on the construction of (not necessarily reduced) standard bases.

Starting with a system of algebraic generators of an ideal with box condition it is not at all
clear how to construct, from the polynomial codes of the generators, the codes of the algebraic
series defining the reduced standard basis, or, respectively, the codes of the quotients and the
remainder of the division of a given algebraic series by the ideal. This question will be the
subject of the article. The main result is the following (see Theorem 11.1 for the precise
statement).

Theorem. Let I be an ideal of K[[x1, . . . , xn]] generated by algebraic power series
g1, . . . , gr. Assume that the initial ideal in(I) of I satisfies Hironaka’s box condition. There
exists a finite algorithm which computes, for any algebraic power series f , from the polyno-
mial family codes of f and g1, . . . , gr the family codes of algebraic power series a1, . . . , ar
and c so that

f = a1g1 + · · ·+ argr + c

is the formal power series division of f by g1, . . . , gr.

For the principal ideal case, i.e., the Weierstrass division, such an algorithm has been pro-
posed and proven to work by Alonso-Mora-Raimondo [4]. This algorithm is already quite
complicated. The general case, i.e., the division of one series by several series, is substantially
more intricate and resisted for a long time.

In this paper we will describe explicitly how to operate with the codes of algebraic power
series in order to perform the division in general. This, of course, reproves Lafon’s and
Hironaka’s existential results. But, more importantly, it provides a precise manual of how to
express algebraic operations with algebraic power series in terms of their codes. This is by
no means trivial, and the resulting algorithm, when carried out in a concrete example, turns
out to have high complexity (we give one explicit computation in the appendix).

From a logical or operational point of view, the algorithm is very interesting. It is built on
two simultaneous inductions, both on the number of variables, which resemble the induction
which appears in the proof of the Artin approximation theorem [6]. Coordinates in the affine
space and generators of the ideals have to be chosen very carefully so as to make the argument
work. But once this is done appropriately, the proofs develop quite naturally. In this sense,
we are not only able to codify algebraic power series – we know and understand how this
codification mimics their manipulation in the division process.

Behind the curtain, there resides a finiteness principle which is ubiquituous in algebraic ge-
ometry and commutative algebra: The Noether normalization lemma, or, phrased differently,
the finiteness of certain morphisms. In our context, this finiteness is first met in the notion
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of xn-regularity of power series in the Weierstrass division, and then also in Hironaka’s box
condition and our concept of echelon (which is a Rees decomposition of a prescribed combi-
natorial type). It is the prerequisite for a subtle induction on the number of variables, but has
the drawback that in the induction step one has to consider modules instead of ideals. This
aggravates the notation, though modules are the natural context to work with.

The nicest part of our algorithm is what we call virtual division, a trick which has already
appeared in various disguises in the literature, e.g. in the work of Artin, Malgrange, Mora,
Pfister-Popescu and Alonso-Mora-Raimondo: When dividing formal power series expand
them with respect to one variable and write the coefficient series in the remaining variables as
new unknown variables. If this is done with the necessary caution, the successive operations
in the division of the formal power series can be carried out in terms of these virtual series and
will then be finite processes. To make this approach work in reality, a precise understanding
of the structure of the division algorithm is mandatory.

To resume and rephrase the above, our division algorithm for the codes of algebraic power
series shows that the division is a finite process once you succeed to interpret certain packages
of infinitely many data (i.e., coefficient series) as single objects which undergo a uniform
transformation under division. The complexity of the algorithm shows that this encryption is
by no means obvious.

The emphasis of the paper is theoretical – actual computations become quickly unfeasable.
We rather provide insight and methods of how to manipulate algebraic power series abstractly
within finite algorithms. This may turn out to be useful in other situations where one aims at
or needs finiteness assertions: passage to étale neighborhoods, Noetherianity, semicontinuity
of invariants of complete local rings, recursion theory for generating series, ...

Example. Let us briefly explain the method of this paper in the special case of the construction
of the code of the Weierstrass normal form of an xn-regular power series g(x) of order d.
Assume for simplicity that g is actually a polynomial, say g(x) = G(x) ∈ K[x] (capital
letters will be reserved throughout for polynomials). Introduce new variables u0, . . . , ud−1

and define a polynomial B ∈ K[xn, u] as B(xn, u) = xdn +
∑d−1
j=0 uj · xjn. This is our

candidate presentation for the Weierstrass normal form of G. It then suffices to determine
(algebraic) series u0(x′), . . . , ud−1(x′) ∈ K[[x′]] = K[[x1, . . . , xn−1]] such that the series
b(x) obtained from B by substitution of uj by uj(x′), say

b(x) = B(xn, u(x′)) = xdn +
∑d−1
j=0 uj(x

′) · xjn,

equals the Weierstrass normal form ofG. Instead of constructing the series uj(x′) directly, we
shall develop a procedure to determine their code (in the sense described above, see section
6 for details). To do this, observe first that xdn is the initial monomial of G with respect to
the lexicographic order <lex on Nn for which (1, 0, . . . , 0) > . . . > (0, . . . , 0, 1), i.e., the
exponent of xdn is the smallest element with respect to <lex of the support of G (this uses
that uj(0) = 0 since b has order d at 0). The usual power series division of the monomial
xdn by G with respect to this initial monomial then yields a formal power series remainder
r(x) =

∑d−1
j=0 uj(x

′) · xjn such that xdn − r(x) is the Weierstrass normal form of G. This
division is in general an infinite process.

The key point now is to view xdn alternatively as the leading monomial of the polynomial B
with respect to a suitable monomial order <ω on N × Nd, i.e., the exponent of xdn becomes
the largest element with respect to <ω of the support of B. Indeed, just take for <ω an order
such that uj << xn for j = 0, . . . , d − 1. Then uj · xjn < xdn for j < d and hence xdn will
be the largest monomial of G with respect to <ω . This now allows us to divide G by B
polynomially with respect to the leading monomial xdn, say

G = Q ·B +R,
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with quotient a polynomial Q in K[x, u] and with remainder a polynomial R in K[x, u]

of the form R =
∑d−1
j=0 Uj(x

′, u) · xjn for some polynomial coefficients Uj ∈ K[x′, u].
If g were not a polynomial but just an algebraic series, one would have to take for G the
polynomial code of it, see section 13 for the precise procedure. This polynomial division
is, of course, a finite process. A rather tedious computation then shows that the Jacobian
matrix ∂uU of the vector U = (U0, . . . , Ud−1) ∈ K[x′, u]d with respect to the u-variables
is invertible when evaluated at 0. It thus defines, by the implicit function theorem, a unique
vector u(x′) = (u0(x′), . . . , ud−1(x′)) of algebraic series uj(x′) such that U(x′, u(x′)) = 0.
This just means that U is a code for u(x′). But, by construction, R(x, u(x′)) = 0, so that
G(x) = Q(x, u(x′)) · B(x, u(x′)). By comparison of the initial monomials it follows that
Q(x, u(x′)) is invertible as a power series, hence b(x) = B(x, u(x′)) is indeed the Weierstrass
normal form of G as required.

This example gives an idea of how the codes of reduced standard bases and of the quotients
and the remainder of a division can be constructed. In practice and for the required generality
the technicalities become unfortunately much more involved.

At the same time, there remain puzzling mysteries when the involved algebraic series are
no longer xn-regular (in which case the Weierstrass normal form has to be defined as the
reduced standard basis of the ideal). For instance, the polynomial xy− z(x+ y+x2y2) with
initial monomial xy has an algebraic series as its normal form, whereas the normal form of
xy− z(x2 + y2 + x2y2) is a transcendent series (over a ground field of characteristic zero; it
is a so called Mahler series). Both facts are easy to prove by direct computation. In contrast,
the normal form of xy − z(1 + y)(1 + x2y), a polynomial which appears in the counting of
Gessel walks, is again an algebraic series, but this seems to be very intricate to prove. The
algebraicity of the normal form was eventually shown by Bostan-Kauers – a substantial part
of their proof relies on heavy computer machinery [10] (see [11, 12] for alternative proofs).
However, modifying slightly the input polynomial, taking now xy − z(1 + y)(1 + xy2), it is
almost immediate to detect the algebraicity of the normal form using a suitable division.

These examples suggest that there are hidden structural patterns which cause the phenomena
to happen and which should explain the occurrence of algebraic or transcendent normal forms.
Little seems to be known in this respect. For instance, the classification of the generating
functions of lattice walks in the first quadrant, studied among others by Bousquet-Mélou,
Mishna and Petkovšek, does not seem to reveal a systematic background [13, 15, 35].

Organization of the paper. After some preliminary recalls on the formal power series and
polynomial division covering sections 2 to 5, we introduce and study in sections 6 to 8 codes
of algebraic series and of the ideals generated by them. These are polynomial data which
completely determine the series and ideals they encode. For later purposes the codification is
carried out from the beginning for vectors of algebraic series and the modules they generate.

Section 9 describes how to compute the codes of standard bases of ideals and modules from
a given (arbitrary) generator system (Theorem 9.1). This is straightforward, and based on
Lazard’s homogenization method, respectively Mora’s tangent cone algorithm. Both were
refined and extended by Gräbe and Greuel-Pfister. Our two main results (sections 10 and
11) concern the construction – in terms of the defining codes – of reduced standard bases
of modules of algebraic power series vectors (Theorem 10.1), and of the quotients and the
remainder of an algebraic power series division (Theorem 11.1).

The proofs of these two theorems are mutually interwoven (sections 12 to 15). First, the
construction of the reduced standard basis is performed in the xn-regular case (i.e., in the case
where the initial module of the given module of algebraic power series vectors is generated by
monomial vectors depending only on the last variable xn). This is by far the most complicated
step. It clearly shows how important it is to codify the series in a very systematic manner.
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Otherwise it would be hopeless to prove that the resulting polynomial vectors represent again
codes (i.e., satisfy the assumption of the implicit function theorem). In the case of principal
ideals, the proof provides the code of the Weierstrass normal form of the given series, cf. [4].

The preceding construction of the codes of the reduced standard basis in the xn-regular case
is then used to establish the division of algebraic series on the level of codes in the xn-
regular case. This is not too difficult. It relies on the effectivity of the division algorithm in
localizations of polynomial rings, proven by Lazard, Mora, Gräbe and Greuel-Pfister.

Once the two theorems are established in the xn-regular case, the general case is carried out
by induction on the number of variables. It is here that Hironaka’s box condition comes into
play. One key feature is its persistence under taking hyperplane sections (in a well defined
sense), and this is used to know that the associated modules in n − 1 variables satisfy again
the box condition. So induction applies to prove both theorems simultaneously.

In the last section, we illustrate the instances and the complexity of the algorithm in the
computation of a concrete example.

Acknowledgements. The authors are very indebted to T. Mora, W. Seiler, G.-M. Greuel, G.
Rond and O. Villamayor for many valuable comments and helpful suggestions during the
preparation of this article. W. Seiler pointed out an inaccuracy in an earlier version of the
manuscript, indicated the relation of echelons and Janet bases with his notion of δ-regularity
and Pommaret division, and provided several important references. We are also grateful to
two anonymous referees for valuable suggestions of how to improve the exposition. Part of
the work on the article has been done during visits of the first two authors to the University of
Vienna and the Erwin Schrödinger Institute, of the third author to the Universities of Seville
and Complutense Madrid, and during the special semester on Artin Approximation within the
Chaire Jean Morlet of the third author at CIRM, Luminy.

2. Monomial modules
The letters n, p, r, s are reserved for fixed integers in N. The letters i, k and ` will generally
vary in the ranges 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ k ≤ r and 1 ≤ ` ≤ s.

We denote by K[x1, . . . , xn] = K[x] and K[[x1, . . . , xn]] = K[[x]] the polynomial, respec-
tively formal power series ring in n variables x = (x1, . . . , xn) over a field K. Elements
of K[x]s and K[[x]]s will be called polynomial respectively formal power series vectors.
Capital letters will be reserved for polynomials, lower case letters for power series. We set
x′ = (x1, . . . , xn−1) and denote by y = (y1, . . . , yp) additional variables.

Vectors g ∈ K[[x]]s will be expanded into g =
∑
α` cα`x

αe` with cα` ∈ K and e` =

(0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) the canonical K-basis of Ks. The vectors xαe` are called monomial
vectors. Note that all their entries but one are zero: a vector all whose entries are monomials
will not be considered here as a monomial vector. The support of g is the set supp(g) =

{(α, `) ∈ Nn × {1, . . . , s}, cα` 6= 0}. We sometimes abbreviate pairs (α, `) by α`.

Brackets 〈g1, . . . , gr〉 denote submodules of K[[x]]s generated by power series vectors
g1, . . . , gr ∈ K[[x]]s. We abbreviate this by 〈gk〉 if the range of k is clear from the context.

A monomial submodule of K[[x]]s is a submodule M of K[[x]]s generated by mono-
mial vectors. It is a cartesian product M = Πs

`=1M` of monomial ideals M` in K[[x]].
The elements of M are the power series vectors with support in Σ = {(α, `) ∈ Nn ×
{1, . . . , s}, xαe` ∈ M}. The canonical direct monomial complement of a monomial sub-
module M of K[[x]]s is the subvectorspace co(M) of K[[x]]s of power series vectors with
support in Σ′ = (Nn × {1, . . . , s}) \ Σ. This provides the direct sum decomposition of
K-vectorspaces M ⊕ co(M) = K[[x]]s.
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We say that a monomial submoduleM ofK[[x]]s is xn-regular if it is generated by monomial
vectors in K[[xn]]s, say M = 〈M ∩K[[xn]]s〉. We shall then always assume for simplicity
– applying if necessary a permutation of the components of K[[x]]s – that M is generated by
vectors of the form xdkn · ek with dk ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ k ≤ r for some r ≤ s. In this case the
complement co(M) is a cartesian product

co(M) =
∏r
k=1

(
⊕dk−1
j=0 K[[x′]] · xjn

)
×K[[x]]s−r

of a finitely generated free K[[x′]]-module with a finitely generated free K[[x]]-module. We
say that M satisfies Hironaka’s box condition if co(M) can be written as a cartesian product
of direct sums of finite free monomial K[[x1, . . . , xj ]]-modules

co(M) =
∏s
`=1 ⊕nj=0 ⊕γ∈Γ`,j K[[x1, . . . , xj ]] · xγ

with finite sets Γ`,j ⊂ Nn. Being xn-regular is a special case of the box condition. For cyclic
submodules of K[[x]]s, both notions coincide. They obviously depend on the numbering of
the variables x1, . . . , xn. Notice that for s = 1 and 0 6= M ( K[[x]] a non trivial ideal,
the indices of the boxes Fj run from 1 to n − 1. Also notice that the box condition for a
monomial submodule M ⊂ K[[x]]s is equivalent to the box condition for each of the factors
ofM (which are monomial ideals inK[[x]]). The ideal 〈xy〉 in the power series ringK[[x, y]]

in two variables is the simplest example of a monomial ideal not satisfying the box condition.

W. Seiler informed us that in the case of ideals the box condition is equivalent to his notion of
δ-regular coordinates [48]. We say that a monomial submodule M of K[[x]]s is an echelon
if it can be written as

M =
∏s
`=1 ⊕nj=0 ⊕δ∈∆`,j

K[[x1, . . . , xj ]] · xδ

with finite sets ∆`,j ⊂ Nn. This can be rewritten as

M = ⊕s`=1 ⊕δ∈∆`
K[[x1, . . . , xnδ ]] · xδ · e`

where ∆` =
⋃
j ∆`,j and where, for each δ, the index nδ takes a value between 0 and n.

This notion is a special case of a Rees decomposition of M [43]. We call the collection
of monomial vectors xδ · e` with δ ∈ ∆` and 1 ≤ ` ≤ s a Janet basis of the echelon M
with scopes nδ (also known as levels or classes). Our definition differs slightly from Janet’s
original definition in the sense that we only allow nested groups of variables in the coefficients
[30, 31], cf. also [44]. We refer to the related notions of Pommaret bases and involutive bases
[21, 46, 47], and the more general concepts of Rees and Stanley decompositions of rings [3,
9, 43, 52].

For the following result, see also Janet [30, 31] and Seiler [47].

Theorem 2.1. Monomial submodules of K[[x]]s satisfying Hironaka’s box conditon are
echelons.

Proof. Let M be such a module, and let Mn = 〈M ∩K[[xn]]s〉 be the submodule of K[[x]]s

generated by the xn-pure monomial vectors of M . By definition, Mn is xn-regular. Let
xdkn · ek with 1 ≤ k ≤ r be a minimal generator system of Mn (after possibly permuting the
components of K[[x]]s). Then Mn = ⊕rk=1K[[x]] · xdkn · ek, which shows that the monomial
vectors xdkn · ek form a Janet basis ofMn with scopes nk = n. The direct sum decomposition

K[[x]]s = Mn ⊕
(
⊕rm=1 ⊕

dm−1
j=0 K[[x′]] · xjn · em

)
⊕
(
⊕sm=r+1K[[x]] · em

)
yields a decomposition M = Mn⊕M ′ where M ′ is now a K[[x′]]-submodule of the finitely
generated free K[[x′]]-module ⊕rm=1 ⊕

dm−1
j=0 K[[x′]] · xjn · em. We use here that, because of

the box condition, M has zero intersection with ⊕sm=r+1K[[x]] · em.
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It is checked that the box condition persists under the above decomposition, i.e., that M ′

satisfies it again. By induction on the number of variables, M ′ is an echelon. Its Janet basis
has scopes ≤ n− 1. From M = Mn ⊕M ′ now follows that also M is an echelon.

Remark. Notice that the decomposition of M as an echelon

M =
∏s
`=1 ⊕nj=0 ⊕δ∈∆`,j

K[[x1, . . . , xj ]] · xδ

provides a partition of the exponent sets of power series vectors in M . Such partitions are
used to make also the quotients of a power series division unique by imposing on them the
respective support conditions, cf. [20].

Example. The assertion of the theorem does not hold for arbitrary modules as was pointed
out by W. Seiler. Take the ideal I of K[x, y, z] generated by the three monomials xy, xz and
yz. It is easy to see that it does not satisfy the box condition. And it is not an echelon, since,
for instance, among the monomials of I which are not multiples of xy one has monomials
xdz and ydz of arbitrary degree d in x and y. As the situation is symmetric with respect to
any permutation of the variables, I does not admit the required decomposition of an echelon.

Remark. Echelons appear as a special instance of nested Artin approximation when restricting
to the case of linear equations. Nested means that the components of the solutions only depend
on nested sets of variables. In this setting, algebraic series play an important role, as they are
a prerequisite in Popescu’s nested Artin approximation theorem [40, 41, 50, 51]. In contrast,
Gabrielov has given an example with convergent but not algebraic series f and g1, . . . , gr so
that f =

∑
âigi with formal series âi ∈ K[[x1, ..., xsi ]], for some given si ≤ n, but so that

the analogous decomposition of f with convergent coefficients ai does not exist [19]. The
phenomenon does not occur for algebraic f and gi (for instance, by Popescu’s theorem). The
deeper reason behind Gabrielov’s example is described in [1].

3. Monomial orders and initial modules

Division theorems are based on ordering the summands cα`xαe` of the expansion of a power
series vector g =

∑
α` cα`x

αe` according to the indices (α, `) ∈ Nn × {1, . . . , s} with
non-zero coefficients cα`: A monomial order on Nn × {1, . . . , s} is a total order <η on
Nn × {1, . . . , s} which is compatible with the semi-group structure of Nn, having 0 as
its smallest element, and which is Noetherian. This means that if (α, `) <η (β,m) then
(α + γ, `) <η (β + γ,m) for any γ ∈ Nn, and, secondly, that any decreasing sequence
becomes stationary. The order is degree compatible if |α| < |β| implies (α, `) <η (β,m),
where |α| denotes the sum of the components of α. An extension of <η is a monomial order
<ε on Nn+p×{1, . . . , s}whose restrictions to Nn×{δ}×{1, . . . , s} coincide for all δ ∈ Np
with the order induced by <η on Nn × {δ} × {1, . . . , s}. We will always identify monomial
orders on Nn × {1, . . . , s} with the induded ordering of the monomial vectors in K[[x]]s.

The initial monomial vector in(g) of g =
∑
cα`x

αe` ∈ K[[x]]s with respect to <η is the
vector xα · e` of the expansion of g for which (α, `) is minimal with respect to <η . We shall
assume that xα · e` has coefficient 1 in the expansion of g. We then write g = xα · e`− g and
call g the tail of g.

For a submodule I of K[[x]]s, the initial module of I with respect to <η is the monomial
submodule in(I) of K[[x]]s generated by all initial monomial vectors of elements of I . This
is a monomial submodule which depends on the choice of <η . We denote by co(I) the
canonical direct monomial complement of in(I) in K[[x]]s. Elements g1, . . . , gr of K[[x]]s

form a standard basis w.r.t. <η if their initial monomial vectors generate the initial module
in(I) of the module I generated by g1, . . . , gr. They are a reduced standard basis if the tails
gk belong to co(I). We do not require that a reduced standard basis is minimal.
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We say that a submodule I of K[[x]]s is xn-regular, respectively satisfies Hironaka’s box
condition, or is an echelon with respect to the monomial order <η on Nn × {1, . . . , s}, if its
initial module in(I) is xn-regular, respectively satisfies the box condition, or is an echelon.
A Janet basis of a submodule I ofK[[x]]s which is an echelon w.r.t.<η is a generator system
g1, . . . , gr of I whose initial monomial vectors in(gk) form a Janet basis of in(I).

For a polynomial vector G ∈ K[x]s, define the leading monomial vector lm(G) as the
monomial vector xαe` of the expansion of G which is maximal with respect to the chosen
monomial order. Similarly as for initial modules, one obtains now the leading module lm(I)

of a submodule I of K[x]s.

4. Division of formal power series and polynomials

We recall the division theorem for modules of formal power series of Grauert, Hironaka and
Galligo [2, 20, 24, 27, 29]. For extensions of this result to more general settings see [3, 9, 21,
47, 53].

Theorem 4.1. Let I be a submodule of K[[x]]s with initial module in(I) with respect to
a monomial order <η on Nn × {1, . . . , s}. Let co(I) be the canonical direct monomial
complement of in(I) in K[[x]]s. Then I ⊕ co(I) = K[[x]]s.

Sketch of proof. The sum I ⊕ co(I) is direct by definition of co(I). To see that it equals
K[[x]]s, choose a standard basis g1, . . . , gr of I . It suffices to show that the linear map
u : K[[x]]r × co(I)→ K[[x]]s, (a1, . . . , ar, b)→

∑
akgk + b is surjective. By definition of

standard bases, the map v : K[[x]]r × co(I)→ K[[x]]s, (a1, . . . , ar, b)→
∑
ak · in(gk) + b

is surjective. Writing u = v+w, the assertion follows by restricting v to a direct complement
L of its kernel and by showing that u|L = v|L + w|L is an isomorphism with inverse the
geometric series (v|L)−1

∑∞
j=0((v|L)−1w|L)j . This series then induces the required linear

map K[[x]]s → L inverse to u|L, see [29, Thm. 5.1] for details.

The division theorem can be formulated more explicitly as follows: If g1, . . . , gr generate I ,
each vector f ∈ K[[x]]s has a decomposition f =

∑
k akgk + h with unique h ∈ co(I). The

power series expansions of the quotients ak and the remainder h can be computed up to any
given degree by a finite algorithm (take the expansion of the geometric series above up to the
respective degree). The requirement that h belongs to co(I) makes the remainder independent
of the choice of g1, . . . , gr (but it depends on the monomial order <η). If g1, . . . , gr form a
standard basis, the quotients ak can be made unique by imposing suitable support conditions
on them [20]. A reduced standard basis of I is given as xα · e` − hα` with (α, `) varying in
some finite subset V ⊂ Nn × {1, . . . , s}, where the vectors xα · e` are generators of in(I)

and the vectors hα` denote the remainder of the division of xα · e` by I .

For modules which are echelons one can formulate a more precise statement:

Theorem 4.2. Let I be a submodule of K[[x]]s with initial module in(I) w.r.t. a monomial
order <η on Nn × {1, . . . , s}. Assume that I is an echelon, and let xα · e` be a Janet basis
of in(I) with scopes nα`, (α, `) varying in some finite set V ⊂ Nn × {1, . . . , s}. Choose any
elements gα` of I with initial monomial vectors xα · e`. Then

I ⊕ co(I) = (⊕α`∈V K[[x1, . . . , xnα` ]] · gα`)⊕ co(I) = K[[x]]s.

Proof. First notice that in(I) = ⊕α`∈V K[[x1, . . . , xnα` ]] · xα · e` is a direct sum, by the
definition of echelons. This allows us to modify the map u from the proof of the division
theorem by restricting it to the K-subspace∏

α`∈V K[[x1, . . . , xnα` ]]× co(I).
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The map v is then by construction an isomorphism, and the same reasoning as before shows
that this holds also for u. This proves the claim.

In the polynomial case, the division admits an analogous formulation. The same proof as
above applies, because the evaluation of the geometric series (v|L)−1

∑∞
j=0((v|L)−1w|L)j

on a polynomial vector (a1, . . . , ar, b) ∈ K[x]r × co(I) terminates at sufficiently large j.

Theorem 4.3. Let I be a submodule of K[x]s with leading module lm(I) with respect to
a monomial order <η on Nn × {1, . . . , s}. Let co(I) be the canonical direct monomial
complement of lm(I) in K[x]s. Then I ⊕ co(I) = K[x]s.

Again, there is a more precise version in case the leading module lm(I) is an echelon.

Theorem 4.4. Let I be a submodule of K[x]s with leading monomial module lm(I) with
respect to a monomial order <η on Nn × {1, . . . , s}. Assume that lm(I) is an echelon. Let
Gk be a polynomial Janet basis of I with leading monomial vectors lm(Gk) of scope nk.
Then any F ∈ K[x]s admits a unique division

F =
∑
k AkGk + C

with Ak ∈ K[x1, . . . , xnk ] and C ∈ co(I). The decomposition can be obtained from the
polynomial vectors F and Gk by a finite algorithm.

5. Algebraic power series

Algebraic power series are formal power series h(x) =
∑
α∈Nn cαx

α in several variables
x = (x1, . . . , xn) with coefficients in a fieldK which satisfy an algebraic relation of the form

P (x, h(x)) = pdh
d + pd−1h

d−1 + . . .+ p1h+ p0 = 0,

where the coefficients pi = pi(x) are polynomials, and pd 6= 0. We refer to [6, 8, 16, 32,
33, 38, 39, 42, 45, 55] for the respective background. An algebraic power series vector is a
vector in K[[x]]s whose components are algebraic series.

Typical algebraic series are rational functions as x · (1 + x)−1, roots of polynomials as√
1 + x2y, inverses f−1 of polynomial mappings f : Kn → Kn satisfying at a point p

the assumption of the Inverse Function Theorem as f(x, y) = (x + x3, y − xy2) at 0, or
solutions y(x) of polynomial equations f(x, y) = 0 satisfying at a point p the assumption of
the implicit function theorem with respect to the variables y as f(x, y) = y+xy+x3y2 at 0.

The ring of algebraic series in n variables is thus the algebraic closure of the polynomial ring
K[x1, . . . , xn] inside the formal power series ring K[[x1, . . . , xn]]. It can equivalently be
interpreted as the Henselization of the polynomial ring at 0.

Note that the minimal polynomial of an algebraic series h determines h only up to conjugacy:
there may be other power series solutions to the equation, the conjugates of h, and h can be
distinguished from these for instance by a sufficiently high truncation of its Taylor expansion.
The simplest example thereof is the equation y2 − 2y + x = 0 with algebraic solutions
h± = 1±

√
1− x.

Lafon proved in 1965 that the Weierstrass division preserves the algebraicity of the involved
series [33], see also [8]. This was reproven in 2000 by Bousquet-Mélou and Petkovšek
working with the recursions defining the coefficients of the series [14]. The result of Lafon
was extended by Hironaka in 1977 to the division by ideals with several generators satisfying
the box condition [27]. We formulate here the division directly for modules.

Theorem 5.1. Let I be a submodule of K[[x]]s generated by algebraic power series vectors.
Assume that I satisfies Hironaka’s box condition with respect to a monomial order <η on
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Nn × {1, . . . , s}. For any algebraic power series vector f ∈ K[[x]]s the remainder c of the
formal power series division of f by I with respect to <η is an algebraic power series vector.

The theorem implies in particular that any submodule of K[[x]]s with box condition which
is generated by algebraic power series vectors admits a reduced standard basis consisting of
algebraic power series vectors. Without box condition the remainder of the division need not
be algebraic. In [27, p. 75], Hironaka cites the following example of Gabber and Kashiwara,
which was rediscovered by Bousquet-Mélou and Petkovs̆ek in combinatorics when counting
lattice paths [14, 15].

Example 5.2. Divide xy by g = (x− y2)(y − x2) = xy − x3 − y3 + x2y2 as formal power
series with respect to the initial monomial xy. The remainder of the division lies in co(xy) =

K[[x]] + K[[y]] and equals the lacunary series b =
∑
k≥0(−1)kx3·2k +

∑
k≥0(−1)ky3·2k

which is transcendent . Alternatively, we may write xy = a · g + r(x) + s(y) with series
a ∈ K[[x, y]], r ∈ K[[x]], s ∈ K[[y]]. The symmetry between x and y in this expression
yields r(x) = s(x). Substituting y by x2 produces x3 = a · 0 + r(x) + r(x2) which also
gives the expansion of r.

6. Codes of algebraic power series
In this section we introduce the necessary terminology for working effectively with algebraic
power series. The variables x = (x1, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, . . . , yp) are fixed throughout.

A mother code (over x and y) is a polynomial row vector H = (H1, . . . ,Hp) ∈ K[x, y]p

with H(0, 0) = 0 whose Jacobian matrix DyH with respect to y is invertible at 0,

DyH(0, 0) ∈ Glp(K).

The invertibility of DyH(0, 0) can be rephrased by saying that for any degree compatible
monomial order on Np the initial ideal of the ideal 〈H1(0, y), . . . ,Hp(0, y)〉 of K[[y]] is
generated by y1, . . . , yp. There then exists a linear coordinate change in the yi’s so that the
initial monomials in(Hi(0, y)) of Hi(0, y) equal yi. For any degree compatible monomial
order on Nn+p so that yi < xj for all i and j it then follows that the initial monomials in(Hi)

of Hi equal yi. Instead of changing the yi’s one could also change H by multiplying it from
the right with a suitable matrix in Glp(K) making DyH(0, 0) unipotent upper triangular. In
the sequel we shall always assume that in(Hi) = yi with respect to the chosen monomial
order on Nn+p.

The baby series vector of a mother code H ∈ K[x, y]p is the formal power series vector
h = (h1, . . . , hp) ∈ K[[x]]p vanishing at 0 which is the unique solution of H(x, h(x)) = 0.
The existence and uniqueness of h are ensured by the implicit function theorem for formal
power series. The components hi of the baby series vector h are algebraic series. This can
be seen by the algebraic implicit function theorem [32, p. 91], or Artin’s Approximation
Theorem [6], or by the following argument: Consider the system H(x, y) = 0 as equations
for the last variable yp. After a renumeration of the components of H , the last derivative
∂ypHp(0, 0) does not vanish. There then exists a unique solution hp(x, y1, . . . , yp−1) of
Hp(x, y1, . . . , yp−1, yp) = 0 vanishing at 0, and hp is algebraic over K[x, y1, . . . , yp−1].
By induction on n and the transitivity of algebraicity we conclude that h = (h1, . . . , hp) is
algebraic.

An algebraic power series vector h = (h1, . . . , hp) ∈ K[[x]]p is a baby series vector if it
admits a mother code H ∈ K[x, y]p defining it.

A father code is a vector G = (G1, . . . , Gr) of polynomial vectors Gi ∈ K[x, y]s (there are
no further conditions on the Gi). We consider G as a row vector with entries the column
vectors Gi, say as a matrix in K[x, y]s×r.
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A family code is a pair (H,G) where H ∈ K[x, y]p is a mother code and G ∈ K[x, y]s×r a
father code, both carrying on the same sets of variables. We say that algebraic power series
vectors g1, . . . , gr ∈ K[[x]]s have family code (H,G) ∈ K[x, y]p ×K[x, y]s×r if

gk = Gk(x, h(x))

for 1 ≤ k ≤ r, where h ∈ K[[x]]p is the baby series vector of the mother code H . The
vectors gk hence belong to K[x, h]s ⊂ K[[x]]s. We call h the baby series vector underlying
g1, . . . , gr, or, the other way round, g1, . . . , gr the algebraic power series vectors produced
from h by the father code G.

For convenience (and by abuse of notation) we often use the definite article “the” for codes
of algebraic series.

Example 6.1. Take g1 = z3 + z2h, g2 = xz2 + xzh with baby series h = 1 −
√

1− x2,
mother codeH = 2y−y2−x2 and father codeG1 = z3 +z2y,G2 = xz2 +xzy. Notice that
the second series solution 1 +

√
1− x2 of H = 0 has non-zero constant term and is therefore

not considered as a baby series of H .

Example 6.2. Let H be the vector (H1, H2) with H1 = y2
1 − 2y1 − y2 − x2 and H2 =

x2y
2
2−2y2−y1−x1. The vectorH is the mother code of the baby series vector (h1, h2) where

h1 and h2 are related by h1 = 1 −
√

1 + x2 + h2 and h2 = (1 −
√

1 + x2(x1 + h1))/x2.
The mother code H defines the same baby series vector as the mother code H ′ = (H ′1, H

′
2)

given by

H ′1 = −x1 + x3
2 + 2x2 − 4x2y

3
1 + (3 + 4x2

2)y1 + (−2x2
2 − 2 + 4x2)y2

1 + x2y
4
1 ,

H ′2 = −y2
1 + 2y1 + y2 + x2.

Now, DyH
′(0, 0) is unipotent upper triangular and H ′1 does not depend on y2. Hence, the

expansion of the series h1 can be computed up to a any order from the equation H ′1 = 0.
From H ′2 = 0 we get h2 = −x2 − 2h1 + h2

1.

7. Construction of codes

Codes of algebraic power series as above were introduced by Alonso, Mora and Raimondo.
Their construction is based on an effective version of the Artin-Mazur theorem [7, p. 88, 4,
appendix, 8, Thm. 8.4.4, p. 173].

Theorem 7.1. For any algebraic series g ∈ K[[x]] there is a finite algorithm to construct
from an algebraic relation P (x, t) = 0 satisfied by g and the Taylor expansion of g up to
sufficiently high degree a family code (H,G) ∈ K[x, y]p ×K[x, y] of g, for some p.

Proof. Let P (x, g(x)) = 0 be a minimal hence irreducible algebraic relation for g. Denote by
X ⊆ An+1

K the zero-set of P in affine (n+ 1)-space An+1
K over K. We assume that g(0) = 0

so that (0, 0) ∈ X . Let Y be the normalization of X . Choose an embedding Y ⊂ An+p

so that the normalization map π : Y → X is induced by the projection An+p → An+1,
(x, y)→ (x, y1) on the first n+ 1 components.

The Taylor expansion of g specifies a unique point b ∈ Y which maps to 0 ∈ X and through
which, by the universal property of normalization, passes a lifting (x, g̃(x)) of (x, g(x)).
From Zariski’s Main Theorem [36, p. 209, 56] we know that Y is analytically irrreducible at
b. But as Y contains the graph of g̃ and has dimension n, it is smooth at b. By the Jacobian
criterion it is therefore possible to choose polynomial equations H1, . . . ,Hp defining Y in a
Zariski neighborhood of b in An+p and satisfying at b the assumption of the implicit function
theorem, i.e., of a mother code. Let (h1, . . . , hp) be the associated baby series vector. By the
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special choice of π we get g = h1, say g = G(h1, . . . , hp) with father code G = y1. This
proves the theorem.

The construction of the normalization is effective [18] and implemented for instance in the
computer-algebra program Singular [26].

When handling several algebraic power series it is more economic to work with one mother
code and several father codes instead of choosing separate mother codes for each series. This
goes as follows.

Let be given mother codesHj ∈ K[x, yj ]pj for j = 1, . . . , r in distinct sets of variables yj =

(yj1, . . . , y
j
pj ) defining baby series vector hj = (hj1, . . . , h

j
pj ) ∈ K[[x]]pj . The direct sum H

of the Hj’s is given as the row vector H = (H1, . . . ,Hr) ∈ Πr
j=1K[x, y]pj ∼= K[x, y]p,

where y denotes the collection of all yj and p =
∑
pj . This H is again a mother code,

because the Jacobian matrix DyH(0, 0) of H with respect to y at 0 has block diagonal form
with invertible blocks equal to DyjH

j(0, 0) on the diagonal. The vector h = (h1, . . . , hr)

obtained by listing all baby series vectors hj of the mother codesHj in a row is the baby series
vector ofH . This passage to direct sums of mother codes allows us to treat several baby series
vectors hj simultaneously as one baby series vector h (with many components). Accordingly,
finitely many algebraic series can always be considered as produced by certain father codes
from the same baby series vector h = (h1, . . . , hp) of one mother code H ∈ K[x, y]p. This
allows us to work throughout with vectors in K[x, h1, . . . , hp]

s.

Note that mother codes as defined above may require large sets of variables and are thus
computationally very expensive.

8. Codes for modules of algebraic series
Let be given algebraic power series vectors g1, . . . , gr ∈ K[[x]]s vanishing at 0 with mother
code H ∈ K[x, y]p, baby series vector h ∈ K[[x]]p and father code G ∈ K[x, y]s×r so that
gk = Gk(x, h(x)). The submodule 〈gk〉 of K[[x]]s generated by the series gk admits the
following polynomial description.

Lemma 8.1. Let 〈(yi−hi)·e`, gk〉 and 〈Hi ·e`, Gk〉 be the submodules ofK[[x, y]]s generated
by the vectors (yi − hi) · e` and gk, respectively Hi · e` and Gk, for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ ` ≤ s,
1 ≤ k ≤ r. Then

〈(yi − hi) · e`, gk〉 = 〈Hi · e`, Gk〉.

Proof. We fix a monomial order<η on Nn×{1, . . . , s} and choose an extension<ε of<η to
Nn+p×{1, . . . , s}which is degree compatible with respect toNp and satisfies yi ·e` <ε xj ·e`
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ ` ≤ s. After a suitable multiplication of H with a
constant matrix in GLp(K) we may assume that in(Hi · e`) = yi · e`.

The ideal 〈Hi〉 of K[[x, y]] generated by H1, . . . ,Hp is contained in the ideal 〈yi − hi〉
because of H(x, h(x)) = 0. Take a monomial order <δ on Nn+p so that yi <δ xj for all
1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The initial ideals of 〈Hi〉 and 〈yi − hi〉 coincide because, by
the choice of <δ , they are both generated by y1, . . . , yp. By the Division Theorem for formal
power series, the two ideals coincide. As gk is obtained from Gk by replacing yi by hi,
the submodules ofK[[x, y]]s generated by g1, . . . , gr, respectivelyG1, . . . , Gr are congruent
modulo 〈yi − hi〉 = 〈Hi〉. This proves the lemma.

We call Ĩ = 〈Hi ·e`, Gk〉 ⊂ K[[x, y]]s, or, more accurately, its polynomial generatorsHi ·e`
andGk, the family code of the submodule I = 〈gk〉 ofK[[x]]s. Observe that Ĩ∩K[[x]]s = I .

Lemma 8.2. Let be given a monomial order <η on Nn × {1, . . . , s} and an extension <ε
of <η to Nn+p × {1, . . . , s} which is degree compatible with respect to Np and satisfies
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yi · e` <ε xj · e` for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ ` ≤ s. Let Ĩ = 〈Hi · e`, Gk〉 and
I = 〈gk〉 be the respective submodules of K[[x, y]]s and K[[x]]s. Then

in(Ĩ) ∩K[[x]]s = in(I).

Proof. We consider a minimal reduced standard basis of Ĩ . Let g̃k be an element of this
basis which does not have an initial monomial vector of the form yi · e`. From reducedness
it follows that g̃k is independent of y1, . . . , yp, say g̃k ∈ Ĩ ∩K[[x]]s = I . In particular, the
vectors g̃k form a standard basis of I and hence in(Ĩ) ∩K[[x]]s = in(I).

9. Construction of standard basis

The first construction we need is a direct consequence of Mora’s tangent cone algorithm [37],
respectively Lazard’s homogenization method [34], cf. also with [4, Thm. 1.3, 17, p. 202, 22,
23, 25, Thm. 6.4.3]. It provides an algorithm to construct a family code of a (not necessarily
reduced) standard basis of a module of algebraic power series vectors.

Theorem 9.1. Let I be a submodule of K[[x]]s generated by algebraic power series vectors
g1, . . . , gr ∈ K[[x]]s which are given by their family code. Let <η be a monomial order on
Nn × {1, . . . , s}. There is a finite algorithm to compute family codes of the elements of a
standard basis of I with respect to <η from family codes of g1, . . . , gr. In particular, it is
possible to compute the initial module in(I) of I .

Proof. Let g1, . . . , gr have mother code H ∈ K[x, y]p, baby series vector h ∈ K[[x]]p and
father code G ∈ K[x, y]s×r. Extend <η to a monomial order <ε on Nn+p × {1, . . . , s}
which is degree compatible with respect to Np and satisfies yi · e` <ε xj · e` for all i, j and `.
We assume w.l.o.g. that the initial monomial vectors of Hi · e` with respect to <ε are yi · e`.

As Ĩ = 〈Hi · e`, Gk〉 is generated by polynomial vectors, Mora’s tangent cone algorithm or
Lazard’s homogenization method apply to construct a polynomial standard basis for it. This
basis is in general not reduced. We may choose a minimal basis consisting of the vectors
Hi · e` with in(Hi · e`) = yi · e` and of other polynomial vectors G̃1, . . . , G̃r′ ∈ K[x, y]s

with initial monomial vectors in K[[x]]s. The latter form the father code of algebraic power
series vectors g̃1, . . . , g̃r′ ∈ K[[x]]s, say g̃k = G̃k(x, h). Note that G̃k is congruent to gk
modulo the submodule 〈Hi · e`〉 of K[[x]]s. By Lemma 8.2, the g̃k form a standard basis of
I . This proves the theorem.

10. Construction of reduced standard basis

The central part in establishing the division algorithm for modules of algebraic power series
vectors is the construction of a reduced standard basis. The mere existence follows from
Hironaka’s theorem. The effective part in the special case of principal ideals, i.e., the
construction of the code of the Weierstrass form of an xn-regular algebraic power series, has
been established by Alonso, Mora and Raimondo [4, Thm. 5.5]. The general statement is as
follows:

Theorem 10.1. Let I be a submodule ofK[[x]]s generated by algebraic power series vectors.
Assume that I satisfies Hironaka’s box condition with respect to a monomial order <η on
Nn × {1, . . . , s}. Then family codes of a reduced standard basis of I can be computed by a
finite algorithm from family codes of any algebraic power series vectors g1, . . . , gr ∈ K[[x]]s

generating I .

The proof of this result is given in sections 13 to 15. In the formal power series case, a reduced
standard basis can be constructed up to any given degree by dividing monomial generators of
the initial module by the module itself. For algebraic series, this construction would require
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to dispose already of an effective division algorithm. To avoid this logical cycle, reduced
standard bases have to be constructed in a different way.

The clue relies in the concept of a virtual reduced standard basis. Such a basis consists
of polynomial vectors whose coefficients are unknown and written as new variables. Upon
replacing the variables by suitable series in x, the virtual reduced standard basis will transform
into an actual reduced standard basis of the module. The resulting coefficient series of the
actual reduced standard basis – more precisely, their codes – are computed by dividing the
polynomial generators of the module 〈(yi − hi) · e`, gk〉 = 〈Hi · e`, Gk〉 by the virtual basis
using the polynomial division algorithm. The definition requires that both the generators and
the virtual basis are polynomial vectors, and that the initial monomial vectors of the virtual
reduced standard basis can be interpreted as the leading (i.e., maximal) monomial vectors
w.r.t. another, suitably chosen monomial order. The choice of this order is rather subtle, see
section 13. The remainders of the division then allow us to extract the codes of the required
coefficients series.

11. Effective division for algebraic power series

Our main result asserts that the division by modules of algebraic power series vectors with box
condition can be made effective, i.e., can be performed by applying finitely many operations
to the codes. The case of principal ideals I , say the effective Weierstrass Division Theorem
for algebraic power series, is due to Alonso, Mora and Raimondo in [4, Thm. 5.6].

Theorem 11.1. Let I be a submodule ofK[[x]]s generated by algebraic power series vectors.
Assume that I satisfies Hironaka’s box condition with respect to a monomial order <η on
Nn × {1, . . . , s}. Let be given family codes of algebraic power series vectors g1, . . . , gr ∈
K[[x]]s generating I . There exists a finite algorithm which computes, for any algebraic power
series vector f ∈ K[[x]]s, from a family code of f family codes of algebraic power series
a1, . . . , ar in K[[x]] and of an algebraic power series vector c ∈ co(I) ⊂ K[[x]]s so that

f =
∑r
k=1 akgk + c

is the formal power series division of f by g1, . . . , gr.

The remainder c is unique by the formal division theorem 4.1. It only depends on the chosen
monomial order <η . The quotients ak are also unique if one imposes the appropriate support
conditions on their exponent sets, cf. [20]. This is made precise in the explicit construction of
the series ak in sections 14 and 15. Due to the uniqueness we may call f =

∑r
k=1 akgk + c

the formal power series division of f by g1, . . . , gr.

We shall prove Theorem 11.1 by first constructing from g1, . . . , gr via Theorems 9.1 and 10.1
family codes of a reduced standard basis of I . The division algorithm for a reduced standard
basis will then be established by induction on the number of variables.

12. Logical structure of the proofs of Theorems 10.1 and 11.1

Both theorems will be established independently of Hironaka’s existential division theorem.
We start with establishing Theorem 10.1, the construction of the codes of a reduced standard
basis, in the special case of xn-regular modules. This is the hardest part of the whole story.
It relies on introducing the virtual reduced standard basis of the module, which allows us to
perform polynomial divisions for constructing the required codes. This section is inspired
by Mora’s tangent cone algorithm and the techniques of Alonso, Mora and Raimondo in [4].
Extracting from the virtual reduced standard basis the actual reduced standard basis uses in
an essential way the assumption of xn-regularity.
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From Theorem 10.1 for xn-regular modules we deduce the division algorithm of Theorem
11.1 for xn-regular modules. The algorithm uses again a polynomial division, this time by
the codes of the reduced standard basis. For its termination it is necessary that the basis is
already reduced.

The general cases of Theorems 10.1 and 11.1 are then deduced simultaneously from the
special cases by induction on the number of variables and using Hironaka’s box condition
together with the notion of Janet basis. One selects from the given (not yet reduced) standard
basis of the module those elements which are xn-regular. Such elements exist because of the
box condition. Considering the module generated by these elements, one may construct the
codes of its reduced standard basis via Theorem 10.1 in the special case. Then Theorem 11.1
allows us to reduce effectively the remaining elements with respect to the first set of elements.
By induction on the number of variables, the tails of the first elements can now be divided
conversely by the remaining elements, yielding eventually the codes of the whole reduced
standard basis of the module. Once this is achieved, it is relatively simple to establish also
the division of Theorem 11.1 in the general case.

13. Proof of Theorem 10.1 for xn-regular modules
In the situation of Theorem 10.1, we first treat the case where I is xn-regular with respect to
<η . As seen in Lemmata 8.1 and 8.2, it suffices to construct family codes of the elements
of a reduced standard basis of the submodule Ĩ = 〈Hi · e`, Gk〉 = 〈(yi − hi) · e`, gk〉 of
K[[x, y]]s with respect to the chosen extension<ε of<η to Nn+p×{1, ..., s}. Note here that
Ĩ is not xn-regular, since also the yi · e` appear in the initial module. This is, however, not
a serious drawback. The construction of the family codes is somewhat involved and goes in
several steps. Let us first specify the setting.

(a) We suppose that the generators gk of I vanish at 0 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r. Hence this
also holds for all Hi · e` and Gk. We may assume by Theorem 9.1 and its proof that the
polynomial vectors Hi · e` and Gk form a minimal standard basis of Ĩ . As I is xn-regular
and in(Hi · e`) = yi · e`, the initial module in(Ĩ) is generated by yi · e` and monomial vectors
xdkn · emk for some dk > 0, 1 ≤ mk ≤ s and 1 ≤ k ≤ r. By the minimality of the standard
basis, all mk are different. Hence r ≤ s. After a suitable permutation of the components of
K[[x]]s we may assume that mk = k, say in(Gk) = xdkn · ek for all k. The permutation of
the components is only made for notational convenience. It will not affect the induction we
shall apply later on when proving Theorems 10.1 and 11.1 in the general case.

The canonical direct monomial complement co(Ĩ) of in(Ĩ) in K[[x, y]]s is of form

co(Ĩ) =
(
⊕rm=1 ⊕

dm−1
j=0 K[[x′]] · xjn · em

)
⊕
(
⊕sm=r+1K[[x]] · em

)
.

Write the minimal reduced standard basis of Ĩ as

bi` = yi · e` − b◦i` −
∑r
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 ui`mj(x

′) · xjn · em −
∑s
m=r+1 vi`m(x) · em,

bk = xdkn · ek − b◦k −
∑r
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 ukmj(x

′) · xjn · em −
∑s
m=r+1 vkm(x) · em,

with polynomial vectors b◦i` and b◦k in(
⊕rm=1 ⊕

dm−1
j=0 Kxjn · em

)
⊕
(
⊕sm=r+1K · em

)
and power series ui`mj(x′), vi`m(x), ukmj(x′) and vkm(x) vanishing at 0. It is necessary
here to split off b◦i` and b◦k because the mother codes of algebraic power series are only defined
for series vanishing at 0. Note that ui`mj(x′) and ukmj(x′) do not depend on xn, and that
b◦i` and b◦k vanish at 0 because the Hi · e` and Gk do. In particular, these vectors have zero
entries in the last s− r components. Since inε(bi`) = yi · e` and inε(bk) = xdkn · ek the `-th
component of b◦i` and the k-th component of b◦k are both zero.
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The series bi` have different shapes according to whether 1 ≤ ` ≤ r or r + 1 ≤ ` ≤ s.
Namely, for r+1 ≤ ` ≤ s, it follows from the xn-regularity of I that the vectors (yi−hi) ·e`
are already reduced. Hence we have bi` = (yi − hi) · e` for r+ 1 ≤ ` ≤ s. This will be used
later on. We are grateful to D. Wagner for specifying an inaccuracy which appeared at this
place in an earlier draft of the paper.

In a first step, we determine the vectors b◦i` and b◦k. Afterwards, family codes of the coefficient
series ui`mj(x′), vi`m(x), ukmj(x′) and vkm(x) will be constructed. This will show in
particular that they are algebraic series.

(b) In order to compute b◦i` and b◦k, one can construct the reduced standard basis of Ĩ up to a
sufficiently high degree by applying its formal power series construction modulo a sufficiently
high power of the maximal ideal of K[[x, y]]. As b◦i` and b◦k are polynomials, they can thus
be read off from the respective truncated expansions.

(c) The series ui`mj(x′), vi`m(x), ukmj(x′) and vkm(x) will be determined by a trick which
has already appeared several times in the literature, see e.g. [4]: Define the virtual reduced
standard basis of Ĩ as the polynomial vectors

Bi` = yi · e` − b◦i` −
∑r
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 ui`mj · xjn · em −

∑s
m=r+1 vi`m · em,

Bk = xdkn · ek − b◦k −
∑r
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 ukmj · xjn · em −

∑s
m=r+1 vkm · em,

where ui`mj , vi`m, ukmj and vkm are now new variables (to be abbreviated by u and v). From
these we shall construct certain polynomials Ui`mj , Vi`m, Ukmj and Vkm inK[x, y, u, v]. All
these together will constitute a mother code (U, V ) of the baby series vector (u(x′), v(x))

of components ui`mj(x′), ukmj(x′), respectively vi`m(x), vkm(x). And, consequently, Bi`
and Bk will be father codes of the series vectors bi` and bk we were looking for, with
bi`, bk ∈ K[x, y, u(x′), v(x)]s.

We have noticed above that, for r + 1 ≤ ` ≤ s, the vectors bi` equal (yi − hi) · e`. As the
polynomial vectors Bi` are father codes of bi` they will therefore have, for r + 1 ≤ ` ≤ s,
only one non-zero entry, namely in the `’s component. Hence we may set all variables ui`mj ,
vi`m for r + 1 ≤ m ≤ s and m 6= ` equal to 0. This will be used below when proving the
independence of Ui`mj and Ukmj on v.

(d) The construction of the codes U and V uses the polynomial division algorithm from
Thm. 4.4 with respect to a suitably chosen monomial order. To this end, compare monomial
vectors uγvδxαyβ · em by considering the integer vector

(β, αn − dm, α′,−m, γ, δ)

lexicographically. Here, the tuples γ and δ are taken as ordered vectors, e.g. by choosing
some ordering of their components. It is easily checked that this defines a monomial order
<ω on Nq+n+p × {1, ..., s}, where q is the number of u and v variables. The leading (=
maximal) monomial vectors of Bi` and Bk w.r.t. <ω are yi · e` and xdkn · ek.

We now divide each Hi · e` and Gk polynomially as described in Thm. 4.4 by all Bιλ and Bκ
with respect to this monomial order, say, with leading monomial vectors yι · eλ and xdκn · eκ,
and the scopes nιλ = q+n+ ι and nκ = q+n (with 1 ≤ ι ≤ p, 1 ≤ λ ≤ s and 1 ≤ κ ≤ r).
The division yields in finitely many steps remainders Ri` and Rk in the canonical direct
monomial complement

K[u, v]⊗̂co(Ĩ) =
(
⊕rm=1(⊕dm−1

j=0 K[u, v][[x′]] · xjn) · em
)
⊕
(
⊕sm=r+1K[u, v][[x]] · em

)
of K[u, v]⊗̂in(Ĩ) in K[u, v][[x, y]]s. Expanding these remainders as polynomial vectors in
xn yields

Ri` =
∑r
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 Ui`mj · xjn · em +

∑s
m=r+1 Vi`m · em,
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Rk =
∑r
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 Ukmj · xjn · em +

∑s
m=r+1 Vkm · em,

with polynomials Ui`mj , Ukmj inK[u, x′] and Vi`m, Vkm inK[u, v, x]. Note here that Ui`mj
and Ukmj do not depend on v because vi`m and vkm only appear in the last s− r components
of Bi` and Bk and because ui`mj and vi`m can a priori be set equal to 0 for m 6= `.

(e) We show that U and V have no constant terms. Replacing in Ri` and Rk the variables u
and v by the series u(x′) and v(x) produces power series vectors ri` and rk which belong to
co(Ĩ) because u(x′) does not depend on xn andU does not depend on v. But, by construction,
ri` and rk also belong to Ĩ . From the formal power series division it follows that both ri` and
rk are identically zero. This in turn implies by the direct sum decomposition of co(Ĩ) that
replacing in U and V the variables u and v by u(x′) and v(x) gives zero. As u(x′) and v(x)

have no constant term, also U and V have no constant term.

(f) We show that U and V form a mother code of certain baby series. By the description of
mother codes it suffices to find a monomial order <ξ on Nq+n+p × {1, . . . , s} such that the
respective initial monomials of Ui`mj(u, 0), Vi`m(u, v, 0), Ukmj(u, 0) and Vkm(u, v, 0) are
ui`mj , vi`m, ukmj and vkm (recall that q is the number of u and v variables). By taking an
order which is compatible with the degree in the u and v variables it suffices to prove the
above for the linear parts of Ui`mj(u, 0), Vi`m(u, v, 0), Ukmj(u, 0) and Vkm(u, v, 0).

These linear parts are given by the first substitution step of the polynomial division as
the coefficients of xjn · em (with 1 ≤ j ≤ dm − 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ r) respectively em (with
r + 1 ≤ m ≤ s), when dividing Hi · e` and Gk by the vectors Bιλ and Bκ (1 ≤ ι ≤ p,
1 ≤ λ ≤ s, 1 ≤ κ ≤ r) with leading monomial vectors yι · eλ and xdκn · eκ and scopes
q + n+ ι, respectively q + n. Here, the y variables are ordered naturally y1, . . . , yp, so that
the scope q + n + ι of yι · eλ allows multiplication of Bιλ with polynomials in x1, . . . , xn,
y1, . . . , yι and all u and v variables.

Recall that the polynomial vectors b◦ιλ and b◦κ of K[x]s appearing in Bιλ and Bκ vanish at
zero and hence do not contribute to the linear terms of Ui`mj(u, 0), Vi`m(u, v, 0), Ukmj(u, 0)

and Vkm(u, v, 0).

Before we enter in the (rather laborious) construction of the monomial order<ξ on Nq+n+p×
{1, . . . , s} we give a heuristic argument of how it is found and why it should exist.

We already mentioned that the required condition on the Jacobian matrices of U and V only
refers to the linear part of U and V with respect to the u- and v-variables. Therefore we
may set in U and V the x- and y-variables equal to 0. Next, these linear parts are given by
subtracting from the vectorsHi · e` andGk suitable constant multiples of the vectorsBιλ and
Bκ, for all ι, λ and κ. As in(Hi · e`) = in(Bi`), it is clear that the variables ui`mj appear in
Ui`mj with coefficient 1, for allm and j. The same holds for the other u- and v-variables and
the respective components of U and V .

The starting point for the specification of a suitable order <ξ is the following observation
(we restrict to Ui`mj , the same comments apply to the other components of U and V ): If
variables uιλmj appear, for some ι, λ, in the linear part of Ui`mj , they should be larger than
ui`mj , with respect to the prospective<ξ. These variables stem from a suitable subtraction of
a constant multiple ofBιλ fromHi · e`. As in(Bιλ) = yι · eλ, the subtraction has to eliminate
a (constant multiple of the) monomial vector yι · eλ from the expansion of Hi · e`. And as
in(Hi · e`) = yi · e`, we know that only those Bιλ will be subtracted from Bi` for which
yι · eλ is larger than yi · e` with respect to the order <ε on Nn+p × {1, . . . , s}.

It is therefore appropriate to choose a monomial order <ζ on Nq so that uιλmj is larger than
ui`mj with respect to <ζ , for all m and j, whenever in(Hι · eλ) >ε in(Hi · e`). Similar
arguments apply to the other variables, by repeating the preceding considerations for the
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divisions of Hi · e` by Bκ and for the divisions of Gk by Bιλ and Bκ. They specify further
conditions to be imposed on <ζ , and one has to show that such an order actually does exist
(i.e., that the conditions do not contradict each other). From <ε and <ζ one then defines
the requested monomial order <ξ on Nq+n+p × {1, . . . , s} via the lexicographic order on
N× (Nn+p × {1, ..., s})× Nq induced by <N, <ε and <ζ :

(γ, α, β, `) <ξ (γ′, α′, β′, `′) if (|γ|, (α, β, `), γ) <lex (|γ′|, (α′, β′, `′), γ′).

The details are explained in the next paragraphs for the linear terms of Ui`mj , Vi`m, Ukmj
and Vkm.

Linear terms of Ui`mj(u, 0): These occur after the first substitution step of the polynomial
division as the coefficients ofxjn·em (with 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ ` ≤ s, 1 ≤ m ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ dm−1)
when dividing Hi · e` by the vectors Bιλ and Bκ with leading monomial vectors yι · eλ and
xdκn ·eκ and scopes q+n+ι, respectively q+n (where ι, λ and κ vary in the ranges 1 ≤ ι ≤ p,
1 ≤ λ ≤ s, 1 ≤ κ ≤ r). Notice that the polynomials Ui`mj do not depend on y and v.

Let xρyσ · e` be a monomial vector of the expansion of Hi · e`, with ρ ∈ Nn, σ ∈ Np. If it is
a multiple of the leading monomial vectors yι · eλ, respectively xdκn · eκ, of Bιλ, respectively
Bκ, subject to the correct scope conditions, it will be replaced in the polynomial division by
the according multiple of the tails Bιλ, respectively Bκ. After the substitution we have to
look at the coefficient of xjn · em and set x = 0 and y = 0. We distinguish three cases.

(i) The substitution of the monomial vector yi · e` ofHi · e` byBi` produces in the coefficient
of xjn · em the summand ui`mj . The order <ζ has to be chosen so that this variable is the
smallest one among the u- and v-variables appearing linearly in this coefficient (after having
set x = 0 and y = 0).

(ii) A general monomial vector xρyσ · e` of Hi · e` is a multiple of the leading monomial
vector yι · eλ of Bιλ with scope q + n + ι and contributes to the coefficient of xjn · em (for
some 1 ≤ m ≤ r and 0 ≤ j ≤ dm − 1, and after having set x = 0 and y = 0) if and only
if λ = `, ρ = (0, . . . , 0, ρn) with ρn ≤ j and σ = eι, say xρyσ · eλ = xρnn yι · eλ. The only
contributions can be constant multiples of uιλmj′ with j′ + ρn = j. Note then that for this to
happen we must have xρnn yι · eλ >ε in(Hi · eλ) = yi · e` (otherwise this monomial does not
appear in Hi · eλ) and j′ ≤ j. Therefore <ζ should satisfy

uιλmj′ >ζ uiλmj for j′ ≤ j and xρnn yι · eλ >ε yi · eλ,

say j′ ≤ j and xjn · in(Hι · eλ) >ε x
j′

n · in(Hi · eλ).

(iii) A general monomial vector xρyσ · e` of Hi · e` is a multiple of the leading monomial
vector xdκn ·eκ ofBκ with scope q+n and contributes to the coefficient of xjn ·em (after having
set x = 0 and y = 0) if and only if κ = `, ρ = (0, . . . , 0, ρn) with ρn = dκ+ t for some t ≥ 0

and σ = (0, . . . , 0), say xρyσ ·eλ = xρnn ·eκ. The only contributions can be constant multiples
of uκmj′ with t+ j′ = j. Note then that we must have xρnn · eκ >ε in(Hi · eκ) = yi · eκ and
j′ ≤ j. Therefore <ζ should satisfy

uκmj′ >ζ uiκmj for j′ ≤ j and xρnn · eκ >ε yi · eκ,

say j′ ≤ j and xjn · in(Gκ) >ε x
j′

n · in(Hi · eκ).

Linear terms of Vi`m(u, v, 0): These occur after the first substitution step of the polynomial
division as the coefficients of em (with 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ ` ≤ s, r+ 1 ≤ m ≤ s) when dividing
Hi · e` by the vectors Bιλ and Bκ with leading monomial vectors yι · eλ and xdκn · eκ and
scopes q+n+ι, respectively q+n (where ι, λ and κ vary in the ranges 1 ≤ ι ≤ p, 1 ≤ λ ≤ s,
1 ≤ κ ≤ r).

Let xρyσ · e` be a monomial vector of the expansion of Hi · e`, with ρ ∈ Nn, σ ∈ Np. If it is
a multiple of the leading monomial vectors yι · eλ, respectively xdκn · eκ, of Bιλ, respectively
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Bκ, subject to the correct scope conditions, it will be replaced in the polynomial division by
the according multiple of the tails Bιλ, respectively Bκ. After the substitution we have to
look at the coefficient of em and set x = 0 and y = 0. We distinguish three cases.

(i) The substitution of the monomial vector yi · e` ofHi · e` byBi` produces in the coefficient
of em the summand vi`m. The order <ζ has to be chosen so that this variable is the smallest
one among the u- and v-variables appearing linearly in this coefficient (after having set x = 0

and y = 0).

(ii) A general monomial vector xρyσ · e` of Hi · e` is a multiple of the leading monomial
vector yι ·eλ ofBιλ with scope q+n+ ι and contributes to the coefficient of em (after having
set x = 0 and y = 0) if and only if ` = λ, ρ = (0, . . . , 0) and σ = eι, say xρyσ · eλ = yι · eλ.
The only contributions can be constant multiples of vιλm. For this to happen we must have
yι · eλ >ε in(Hi · eλ) (otherwise this monomial does not appear in Hi · eλ). Therefore <ζ
should satisfy

vιλm >ζ viλm for yι · eλ >ε yi · eλ,

say in(Hι · eλ) >ε in(Hi · eλ).

(iii) A general monomial vector xρyσ · e` of Hi · e` is a multiple of the leading monomial
vector xdκn ·eκ ofBκ with scope q+n and contributes to the coefficient of em (after having set
x = 0 and y = 0) if and only if κ = `, ρ = (0, . . . , 0, ρn) with ρn = dκ and σ = (0, . . . , 0),
say xρyσ · eλ = xdκn · eκ. The only contributions can be constant multiples of vκm. Note then
that we must have xdκn · eκ >ε in(Hi · eκ). Therefore <ζ should satisfy

vκm >ζ viκm for xdκn · eκ >ε in(Hi · eκ),

say in(Gκ) >ε in(Hi · eκ).

Linear terms of Ukmj(u, 0): These occur after the first substitution step of the polynomial
division as the coefficients of xjn · em (with 1 ≤ k ≤ r, 1 ≤ m ≤ r, 0 ≤ j ≤ dm − 1) when
dividing Gk by the vectors Bιλ and Bκ with leading monomial vectors yι · eλ and xdκn · eκ
and scopes q + n + ι, respectively q + n (where ι, λ and κ vary in the ranges 1 ≤ ι ≤ p,
1 ≤ λ ≤ s, 1 ≤ κ ≤ r).

Let xρyσ · eλ be a monomial vector of the expansion of Gk, with ρ ∈ Nn, σ ∈ Np. If it is a
multiple of the leading monomial vectors yι · eλ, respectively xdκn · eκ, of Bιλ, respectively
Bκ, subject to the correct scope conditions, it will be replaced in the polynomial division by
the according multiple of the tails Bιλ, respectively Bκ. After the substitution we have to
look at the coefficient of xjn · em and set x = 0 and y = 0. We distinguish three cases.

(i) The substitution of the monomial vector xdkn · ek of Gk by Bk produces in the coefficient
of xjn · em the summand ukmj . The order <ζ has to be chosen so that this variable is the
smallest one among the u- and v-variables appearing linearly in this coefficient (after having
set x = 0 and y = 0).

(ii) A general monomial vector xρyσ · eκ of Gk is a multiple of the leading monomial vector
yι · eλ of Bιλ with scope q + n + ι and contributes to the coefficient of xjn · em (after
having set x = 0 and y = 0) if and only if κ = λ, ρ = (0, . . . , 0, ρn) and σ = eι, say
xρyσ · eλ = xρnn yι · eλ. The only contributions can be constant multiples of uιλmj′ with
ρn + j′ = j, say ρn = j − j′. For this to happen we must have xρnn yι · eλ >ε in(Gk)

(otherwise this monomial does not appear in Gk). Therefore <ζ should satisfy

uιλmj′ >ζ ukmj for j′ ≤ j and xρnn yι · eλ >ε xdkn · ek,

say j′ ≤ j and xjn · in(Hι · eλ) >ε x
j′

n · in(Gk).

(iii) A general monomial vector xρyσ · eκ of Gk is a multiple of the leading monomial vector
xdκn · eκ of Bκ with scope q+ n and contributes to the coefficient of xjn · em (after having set
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x = 0 and y = 0) if and only if ρ = (0, . . . , 0, ρn) with ρn ≥ dκ and σ = (0, . . . , 0), say
xρyσ ·eλ = xρnn ·eκ with ρn = dκ+ t for some t ≥ 0. The only contributions can be constant
multiples of uκmj′ with t+ j′ = j. Note then that we must have xdκ+t

n · eκ >ε in(Gk) and
therefore <ζ should satisfy

uκmj′ >ζ ukmj for j′ ≤ j and xdκ+t
n · eκ >ε in(Gk),

say j′ ≤ j and xjn · in(Gκ) >ε x
j′

n · in(Gk).

Linear terms of Vkm(u, v, 0): These occur after the first substitution step of the polynomial
division as the coefficients of em (with 1 ≤ k ≤ r, r+ 1 ≤ m ≤ s) when dividing Gk by the
vectors Bιλ and Bκ with leading monomial vectors yι · eλ and xdκn · eκ and scopes q+ n+ ι,
respectively q + n (where ι, λ and κ vary in the ranges 1 ≤ ι ≤ p, 1 ≤ λ ≤ s, 1 ≤ κ ≤ r).

Let xρyσ · eκ be a monomial vector of the expansion of Gk, with ρ ∈ Nn, σ ∈ Np. If it is a
multiple of the leading monomial vectors yι · eλ, respectively xdκn · eκ, of Bιλ, respectively
Bκ, subject to the correct scope conditions, it will be replaced in the polynomial division by
the according multiple of the tails Bιλ, respectively Bκ. After the substitution we have to
look at the coefficient of em and set x = 0 and y = 0. We distinguish three cases.

(i) The substitution of the monomial vector xdkn · ek of Gk by Bk produces in the coefficient
of em the summand vkm. The order <ζ has to be chosen so that this variable is the smallest
one among the u- and v-variables appearing linearly in this coefficient (after having set x = 0

and y = 0).

(ii) A general monomial vector xρyσ · eκ of Gk is a multiple of the leading monomial vector
yι · eλ of Bιλ with scope q + n+ ι and contributes to the coefficient of em (after having set
x = 0 and y = 0) if and only if κ = λ, ρ = (0, . . . , 0) and σ = eι, say xρyσ · eλ = yι · eλ.
The only contributions can be constant multiples of vιλm. For this to happen we must have
yι · eλ >ε in(Gk) (otherwise this monomial does not appear in Gk). Therefore <ζ should
satisfy

vιλm >ζ vkm for yι · eλ >ε in(Gk),

say in(Hι · eλ) >ε in(Gk).

(iii) A general monomial vector xρyσ · eκ of Gk is a multiple of the leading monomial vector
xdκn · eκ of Bκ with scope q + n and contributes to the coefficient of em (after having set
x = 0 and y = 0) if and only if ρ = (0, . . . , 0, ρn) with ρn = dκ and σ = (0, . . . , 0), say
xρyσ · eκ = xdκn · eκ. The only contributions can be constant multiples of vκm. Note then
that we must have xdκn · eκ >ε in(Gk) and therefore <ζ should satisfy

vκm >ζ vkm for xdκn · eκ >ε in(Gk),

say in(Gκ) >ε in(Gk).

This concludes the computation of the required inequalities for the order<ζ on Nq . It will be
a monomial order on Nq , where q is the number of the variables u and v, and has to be graded
lexicographic subject to the following relations

uι`mj′ >ζ ui`mj if j′ ≤ j and xjn · in(Hι · e`) >ε xj
′

n · in(Hi · e`),

ui`mj′ >ζ ukmj if j′ ≤ j and xjn · in(Hi · e`) >ε xj
′

n · in(Gk),

uikmj′ <ζ ukmj if j′ ≥ j and xjn · in(Hi · ek) <ε x
j′

n · in(Gk),

uκmj′ >ζ ukmj if j′ ≤ j and xjn · in(Gκ) >ε x
j′

n · in(Gk),

vι`m >ζ vi`m if in(Hι · e`) >ε in(Hi · e`),

vi`m >ζ vkm if in(Hi · e`) >ε in(Gk),
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vikm <ζ vkm if in(Hi · ek) <ε in(Gk),

vκm >ζ vkm if in(Gκ) >ε in(Gk).

The indices vary in the regions

1 ≤ i, ι ≤ p,

1 ≤ ` ≤ s,

1 ≤ m ≤ r,

1 ≤ j, j′ ≤ dm − 1 and

1 ≤ k, κ ≤ r

for the u variables, respectively in the regions

1 ≤ i, ι ≤ p,

1 ≤ ` ≤ s,

r + 1 ≤ m ≤ s and

1 ≤ k, κ ≤ r

for the v variables. It is checked that the inequalities for <ζ do not contradict each other, i.e.,
that there actually does exist a monomial order <ζ fulfilling the eight conditions.

We now extend <ε to a monomial order <ξ on Nq+n+p × {1, . . . , s} defined by

(γ, α, β, `) <ξ (γ′, α′, β′, `′) if (|γ|, (α, β, `), γ) <lex (|γ′|, (α′, β′, `′), γ′).

Here, <lex denotes the lexicographic order on N × (Nn+p × {1, . . . , s}) × Nq , where |γ|
and |γ′| are compared as elements of N with the natural order, (α, β, `) and (α′, β′, `′) as
elements of Nn+p×{1, . . . , s}with the order<ε, and γ and γ′ as elements of Nq with respect
to the order <ζ . The inequalities which were imposed on <ζ ensure that – as shown above
– the initial monomials with respect to <ξ of the linear terms of Ui`mj(u, 0), Vi`m(u, v, 0),
Ukmj(u, 0) and Vkm(u, v, 0) are ui`mj , vi`m, ukmj and vkm. This was needed to show that
U and V satisfy the properties of a mother code.

(g) We show that u(x′) and v(x) are the baby series of U and V . By definition, u(x′) and
v(x) vanish at zero. We have already seen in part (d) above that ri` = Ri`(x, u(x′), v(x)) and
rk = Rk(x, u(x′), v(x)) are zero. As u(x′) does not depend on xn and U does not depend on
v it follows from the decomposition of co(Ĩ) that U(x, u(x′)) and V (x, u(x′), v(x)) are zero.
This is what had to be shown and concludes the proof of Theorem 10.1 in the xn-regular case.

14. Proof of Theorem 11.1 for xn-regular modules

We will prove this special case of Theorem 11.1 by first constructing from the family codes
of the given generators g1, ..., gr of I – using Theorems 9.1 and 10.1 in the special case – the
family codes of the reduced standard basis of I . This is done via the extension Ĩ of I from
Lemmata 8.1 and 8.2. The father code F of the power series vector f is then divided by the
father codes Bi` and Bk of the reduced standard basis bi` and bk of the module Ĩ (see section
13 for the notation). The crucial point here is that the monomial orders can be chosen so that
the initial monomial vectors of bi` and bk coincide with the leading monomial vectors of Bi`
and Bk. In this way the power series division of f by bi` and bk is transcribed properly into
the polynomial division of F byBi` andBk as it appears in Theorem 4.4. From the quotients
and the remainder of this polynomial division we get the family codes of the algebraic series
ak and c in the statement of Theorem 11.1.
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So let us carry out this program. By Theorem 9.1 we may assume that the module I

is given by a minimal standard basis g1, . . . , gr ∈ K[[x]]s with initial monomial vectors
xdkn · ek. Let (H,G) ∈ K[x, y]p × K[x, y]s×r be the family code of g1, . . . , gr and let
h = (h1, . . . , hp) be the baby series vector of the mother codeH = (H1, . . . ,Hp) ∈ K[x, y]p,
so that gk = Gk(x, h(x)).

By Lemma 8.1 the submodule Ĩ = 〈(yi − hi) · e`, gk〉 of K[[x, y]]s equals 〈Hi · e`, Gk〉.
Let <ε be an extension of <η to Nn+p × {1, . . . , s} with yi · e` <ε xj · e` for all i, j and `
as defined in Lemma 8.2. By Theorem 10.1 in the xn-regular case we may assume that we
already dispose of a reduced standard basis bi`, bk of Ĩ with initial monomial vectors yi · e`
and xdkn · ek with respect to <ε. The father code of bi`, bk is given by the virtual reduced
standard basisBi`, Bk of Ĩ , the mother code is the vector (U, V ) of components Ui`mj , Vi`m,
Ukmj and Vkm. We denote by (u(x′), v(x)) with components ui`mj(x′), vi`m(x), ukmj(x′)
and vkm(x) the corresponding baby series vector.

We wish to divide an algebraic power series vector f ∈ K[[x]]s by the submodule I = 〈gk〉
of K[[x]]s. We may assume that f has the same baby series vector h as g1, . . . , gr. Write
f = F (x, h(x)) ∈ K[x, h]s with father code F ∈ K[x, y]s. We divide F by the polynomial
vectorsBi` andBk according to the polynomial division algorithm (Theorem 4.4) with leading
monomial vectors yi · e` and xdkn · ek and scopes q + n+ i, respectively q + n (recall that n
is the number of x-variables, q is the number of u- and v-variables). We get a decomposition

F =
∑
Ãi` ·Bi` +

∑
Ãk ·Bk + C

with some polynomials Ãi` in K[u, v, x, y], Ãk in K[u, v, x], and a polynomial vector
C ∈ K[u, v]⊗̂co(Ĩ). Replacing in this equation y by h(x), u by u(x′) and v by v(x) yields
a decomposition

f =
∑
ãi` · b̃i` +

∑
ãk · bk + c

for some algebraic power series ãi`, ãk ∈ K[[x]] and an algebraic power series vector c ∈
K[[x]]s. The vectors b̃i` and bk are obtained from Bi` and Bk by the same substitution of the
variables. In particular, b̃i` results from bi` by setting y = h(x).

(a) The vector c has mother code U and V and father code C. Expand C into

C =
∑r
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 Cmj(u, x

′) · xjn · em +
∑s
m=r+1 Cm(u, v, x) · em,

with polynomials Cmj(u, x′) and Cm(u, v, x). Observe that, similarly as in section 13, part
(c), the polynomials Cmj(u, x′) will not depend on v. Substituting in C the variables u and
v by u(x′) and v(x) we obtain for c the decomposition

c =
∑r
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 Cmj(u(x′), x′) · xjn · em +

∑s
m=r+1 Cm(u(x′), v(x), x) · em.

Therefore c ∈ co(I) as required.

(b) We will show that the vectors b̃i` belong to the module 〈bk〉, thus getting a decomposition

f =
∑
ak · bk + c

for some power series ak ∈ K[[x]]. To this end, recall that 〈(yi−hi) · e`, gk〉 = 〈bi`, bk〉 (as
submodules of K[[x, y]]s) and that the vectors bk do not depend on the y-variables. Thus the
replacement of yi by hi does not affect them and gives 〈bk〉 ⊂ 〈gk〉. As the initial modules
of these two modules are equal (being generated by xdkn · ek for 1 ≤ k ≤ r), the Division
Theorem for power formal series yields the equality 〈gk〉 = 〈bk〉. This shows that the bi`
belong to the submodule 〈(yι − hι) · eλ, bk〉 of K[[x, y]]s. Therefore, upon replacing yi by
hi in bi` we get b̃i` ∈ 〈bk〉 ⊂ K[[x]]s as claimed.

(c) We finally show that the power series ak ∈ K[[x]] are algebraic and that their codes can
be computed algorithmically. For this we will express constructively the father codes Bi` of
b̃i` in terms of Bk and Hi · e`.
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The problem which we have to solve here is the following: Assume given a submodule J
of K[[x]]s generated by polynomial vectors P1, . . . , Pr, and let Q be a polynomial vector.
We shall use Algorithm 1.7.6 of [25] computing the polynomial weak normal form of a
polynomial with respect to a polynomially generated ideal in a power series ring, together
with the comment at the bottom of page 58. By definition of the polynomial weak normal
form [25, def. 1.6.5], we get the construction of a decomposition SQ =

∑
WkPk + R

with polynomials S, Wk and R such that S(0) 6= 0, where R equals the remainder of the
formal power series division of SQ by P1, . . . , Pr. In case that Q already belongs to the
ideal generated by P1, . . . , Pr in the power series ring, this decomposition specializes to
Q =

∑
W̃kPk with rational coefficients W̃k = Wk/S in the localization of the polynomial

ring at 0.

Apply this technique to the polynomial vectors Bi` and the submodule J = 〈Bk, Hi · e`, U ·
e`, V · e`〉 of K[[x, y, u, v]]s (with the obvious abbreviations for U and V ). By definition,
J is generated by polynomial vectors. We have to check that Bi` ∈ J . For this, recall that
Ĩ = 〈Hi · e`, Gk〉 = 〈bi`, bk〉 as submodules of K[[x, y]]s and that b̃i` ∈ 〈bk〉 in K[[x]]s.
Then, by construction of U and V , we get the equalities

〈Bi`, Bk, Hi · e`, U · e`, V · e`〉 = 〈b̃i`, bk, Hi · e`, U · e`, V · e`〉

= 〈bk, Hi · e`, U · e`, V · e`〉

= 〈Bk, Hi · e`, U · e`, V · e`〉

= J .

We conclude that Bi` ∈ J . This shows that we can write Bi` as a linear combination of the
Bk, Hι · eλ, U · eλ, V · eλ with constructible rational power series coefficients, say

Bi` =
∑
i`kWi`kBk modulo H , U and V ,

where Wi`k ∈ K[[x, y, u, v]] are rational functions. Upon replacing yi by hi(x), u by u(x′)

and v by v(x) only theBk will subsist (the evaluations of the other polynomial vectorsHι ·eλ,
U · eλ, V · eλ vanish). This shows that the Wi`k are (rational) father codes of the coefficients
wi`k in the linear combinations b̃i` =

∑
i`k wi`kbk expressing b̃i` in terms of bk. The mother

codes are the components of the polynomial vectors H , U and V .

By definition of ak in terms of ãi` and ãk it now follows that the series ak are algebraic and
that their family codes can be constructed by a finite algorithm. This establishes Theorem
11.1 for xn-regular modules.

15. Proofs of Theorems 10.1 and 11.1 in the general case
The idea for proving both theorems in the general case is to split a given minimal standard
basis of I into two groups specified by the variables appearing in their initial monomial
vectors. The first group consists of generators whose initial monomial vectors are pure xn-
powers. The remaining generators have initial monomial vectors which involve also some
other variable.

So let be given, by Theorem 9.1, vectors g1, . . . , gr which form a minimal standard basis
of I . Adding suitable monomial multiples of the gk we may assume that g1, . . . , gr form
a minimal Janet basis of I with scopes n1, . . . , nr. We order g1, . . . , gr and permute the
components ofK[[x]]s so that, for some 1 ≤ t ≤ r, the vectors g1, . . . , gt are xn-regular with
initial monomial vectors xdkn · ek, and so that the initial monomial vectors of the remaining
gt+1, . . . , gr involve at least one of the variables x1, . . . , xn−1. It is easy to see that the scopes
nt+1, . . . , nr of gt+1, . . . , gr are all < n. This implies that

I =
∑t
k=1K[[x]] · gk +

∑r
k=t+1K[[x′]] · gk.
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Therefore no gt+1, . . . , gr need to be multiplied in the subsequent divisions by xn.

By Theorem 10.1 in the xn-regular case we may assume that g1, . . . , gt form already the
reduced standard basis of the submodule I0 = 〈g1, . . . , gt〉 of K[[x]]s. By Theorem 11.1
in the xn-regular case we know how to divide gt+1, . . . , gr by g1, . . . , gt through a finite
algorithm for the respective family codes. This allows us to assume that gt+1, . . . , gr belong
to

M = co(I0) =
∑t
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 K[[x′]] · xjn · em +

∑s
m=t+1K[[x]] · em.

It follows from the box condition that the initial monomial vectors of gt+1, . . . , gr have their
non-zero entry in one of the first t components, and hence belong to the subspace

M1 =
∑t
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 K[[x′]] · xjn · em

of M . Setting I ′ =
∑r
k=t+1K[[x′]] · gk we have I ′ ⊂M and in(I ′) ⊂M1. The monomial

order on Nn×{1, . . . , s} induces via the inclusionM ⊂ K[[x]]s in a natural way an ordering
of the monomial vectors in M .

We may now apply induction on n as follows.

First notice that in(I ′), as a submodule of the free finite K[[x′]]-module M1, satisfies again
Hironaka’s box condition with respect to the induced ordering of the variables. Secondly, no
division occurs in the second summand M2 =

∑s
m=t+1K[[x]] · em of M . Therefore, by

induction on the number of variables and discarding the (irrelevant) fact that the summand
M2 is not finitely generated as K[[x′]]-module, we may assume to know how to construct the
reduced standard basis of the K[[x′]]-submodule I ′ of M by a finite algorithm on the level
of codes. Notice that this basis, when considered as vectors in K[[x]]s, remains reduced with
respect to g1, . . . , gt because its elements belong to M = co(I0).

So we may assume that gt+1, . . . , gr already form a reduced standard basis of I ′. By induction
on n we may apply the division algorithm of Theorem 11.1 to I ′ as a submodule of M . Thus
we know how to divide effectively algebraic power series vectors in M by I ′.

Apply this to the tails gk = xdkn ·ek−gk of g1, . . . , gt. They belong toM since g1, . . . , gt are
a reduced standard basis of I0 and M = co(I0). We divide these gk by I ′. This allows us to
assume from the beginning that g1, . . . , gt are reduced with respect to gt+1, . . . , gr, i.e., that
gk ∈ co(I ′) for 1 ≤ k ≤ t. As I ′ ⊂ M = co(I0), the new g1, . . . , gt form again a reduced
standard basis (the module they generate may be different from I0, but its initial module is
the same). In total, we have found the reduced standard basis g1, . . . , gr of I . This proves
Theorem 10.1.

As for Theorem 11.1, any algebraic power series vector f ∈ K[[x]]s we wish to divide by
I = 〈g1, . . . , gr〉 can first be divided by I0 = 〈g1, . . . , gt〉 using Theorem 11.1 in the xn-
regular case. It thus yields a remainder in M = co(I0). Then, using induction on n and the
fact that I ′ satisfies the box condition in M , we may divide this remainder as vector in M by
I ′. The resulting remainder can be interpreted, via the inclusion of M in K[[x]]s, as a vector
in co(I) ⊂ K[[x]]s. It will coincide with the remainder of the formal power series division
of f by I in K[[x]]s. It does not matter here that the second summand

∑s
m=t+1K[[x]] · em

of M is not finitely generated as K[[x′]]-module, because no division occurs in the last s− t
components of f .

This establishes the division algorithm for algebraic power series vectors f in K[[x]]s by
submodules I with box condition. Theorem 11.1 is proven.
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16. Example

In this section we show in a concrete situation how the algorithms of Theorem 10.1 and 11.1
work in practice (for more examples, see [54]). We will consider an ideal in three variables
generated by algebraic power series involving a single baby series. Our objective will be
the computation of the codes of the reduced standard basis of the ideal. As it will turn out,
the reduced standard basis will consist of polynomials, so that, at the end, there will be no
mother codes needed and the father codes of the basis coincide with the elements of the basis.
Nevertheless, the example is significant, since it is not at all clear how to construct the codes
of the reduced standard basis without using the techniques developed in the paper.

The example is chosen so as to illustrate the various aspects of the algorithm (reduction,
division, passage to vectors, induction on the number of variables). Some steps could also be
performed directly using some ad hoc tricks due to the simplicity of some of the generators
of the ideals and modules involved. This will be indicated correspondingly. Nevertherless,
all portions of the algorithm will show off at least once.

As a general rule, each step in the computations below will be followed by a renaming of the
involved objects so as to keep the presentation as systematic as possible. In the subsequent
step, letters will always refer to this renamed object and not to the original object defined at
earlier stages of the exposition.

The initial variables will be denoted x, y and z, corresponding to x1, x2 and x3 in the text,
with this ordering. This will affect xn-regularity, being here first z-regularity, then, later,
y-regularity and finally x-regularity. Also, the involved polynomial divisions will use this
ordering of the variables.

The additional auxiliary variables appearing in the mother codes will be denoted by t1, t2, . . .
(instead of y1, y2, . . . as in the text). The respective baby series will be h1, h2, . . .

We consider the ideal I in K[[x, y, z]] generated by three power series g1, g2, g3 given as

g1 = z2 + xyz + 1
4xyz

2 + . . . =

= z2 + xyh(z),

g2 = yz + x2z + y2z,

g3 = y2 + xyz.

Here,

h(z) = 1−
√

1− z = 1
2z + 1

8z
2 + . . .

is the only involved baby series. Its mother code H is taken as

H = 2t− t2 + z

(so that h = h(z) is the unique formal power series solution of H(z, t) = 0 satisfying
h(0) = 0.) Later on, when other mother codes will appear, we shall set t = t1, h = h1 and
H = H1. The father codes of g1, g2, g3 are

G1 = z2 + xyt

G2 = yz + x2z + y2z,

G3 = y2 + xyz.

The last two G2 and G3 do not involve t because g2 and g3 are polynomials and hence
G2 = g2 and G3 = g3. For our purposes it will be sufficient to have just one generator which
is a true series.
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We wish to compute family codes of the elements of the reduced standard basis of I =

〈g1, g2, g3〉 ⊂ K[[x, y, z]] with respect to a given monomial order on N3. We shall choose
the graded lexicographical order<η on N3 with x > y > z. This yields the initial monomials

in(g1) = z2,

in(g2) = yz,

in(g3) = y2.

It will turn out these do not yet generate the initial ideal in(I) of I . The missing monomial is
x4z, which is the initial monomial of the element

g4 = x4z − x3yz2 + x4yh(z)

of I with father code

G4 = x4z − x3yz2 + x4yt.

Actually, g1, . . . , g4 form a standard basis of I with respect to <η . This basis is obviously
not reduced.

Overview: For the convenience of the reader, let us list the various steps which will appear
in the calculations (below, “computation of ...” will always mean “computation of the code
of ...”.)

Step 1: Computation of a standard basis of I . In addition to g1, g2, g3 we will get a fourth
generator g4 of I , the one from above.

Step 2: Specification of all xn-regular elements of this basis and computation of the reduced
standard basis of the ideal I1 generated by them. Here, xn is z; as only g1 is z-regular,
I1 = 〈g1〉 is principal and its reduced standard basis can be computed with the algorithm
of [4, Thm. 5.5] or, equivalently, as described in Theorem 10.1 above in the xn-regular case
for principal ideals. The reduced standard basis of I1 will again be denoted by g1. Its tail
belongs to co(I1) ∼= K[[x, y]]2, where co(I1) = K[[x, y]]⊕K[[x, y]]z denotes the canonical
monomial direct complement of I1 in K[[x, y, z]] with respect to the chosen monomial order.

Step 3: Reduction of g2, g3, g4 by I1 = 〈g1〉. This is the division of g2, g3, g4 by g1 with
the algorithm of [4, Thm. 5.6] or, equivalently, as described in Theorem 11.1 above in the
xn-regular case for principal ideals, xn being here z. The reduced series will again be denoted
by g2, g3, g4.

Step 4: Interpretation of g2, g3, g4 as vectors in co(I1) ∼= K[[x, y]]2 and computation of the
reduced standard basis of the submodule I2 = 〈g2, g3, g4〉 of K[[x, y]]2 generated by them.
By Step 1, the vectors g2, g3, g4 already form a standard basis of I2, so they need not be
completed again. Step 4 consists of four substeps.

Substep 4A: Specification of all y-regular elements among g2, g3, g4 and computation
of the reduced standard basis of the submodule I3 of K[[x, y]]2 generated by these as
described in Theorem 10.1 for the xn-regular case (only g2 and g3 will be y-regular, so
that I3 = 〈g2, g3〉.) The reduced standard basis of I3 will again be denoted by g2, g3. Its
tails belong to co(I3) ∼= K[[x]]3, where co(I3) = (K[[x]]⊕K[[x]]y)×K[[x]] denotes
the canonical monomial direct complement of I3 inK[[x, y]]2 with respect to the chosen
monomial order.

Substep 4B: Reduction of g4 by I3 = 〈g2, g3〉. This is the division of g4 by g2, g3 in
K[[x, y]]2 as described in Theorem 11.1 above in the xn-regular case, xn being now y.
The reduced vector will again be denoted by g4.

Substep 4C: Interpretation of g4 as a vector in co(I3) ∼= K[[x]]3 and computation of
the reduced standard basis of the submodule I4 of K[[x]]3 generated by it as described
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in Theorem 10.1 in the xn-regular case, xn being here x. The situation will be so simple
that the reduced standard basis of I4 can be read off directly without using Theorem
10.1. It will again be denoted by g4.

Substep 4D: Reduction of g2, g3 by I4 = 〈g4〉. This is the division of the tails g2, g3 of
g2, g3 by g4 in K[[x]]3 as described in Theorem 11.1 in the xn-regular case, xn being
here x. Again, the situation will be so simple that the reduction can be read off without
using Theorem 11.1. The reduced vectors will again be denoted by g2, g3.

The reduced standard basis of I2 obtained in step 4 is thus g2, g3, g4.

Step 5: Reduction of g1 by I2 = 〈g2, g3, g4〉. This is the division of the tail g1 of g1 by g2,
g3, g4 in K[[x, y]]2 as described in Theorem 11.1 in the general case. This step consists of 2
substeps.

Substep 5A: Reduction of g1 by I3 = 〈g2, g3〉. This is the division of the tail g1 of g1 by
g2, g3 in K[[x, y]]2 as described in Theorem 11.1 in the xn-regular case, xn being here
y. The reduced vector will again be denoted by g1. Its tail belongs to co(I3) ∼= K[[x]]3.

Substep 5B: Reduction of g1 by I4 = 〈g4〉. This is the division of the tail g1 of g1 by
g4 in K[[x]]3 as described in Theorem 11.1 in the xn-regular case, xn being here x. The
reduced vector will again be denoted by g1.

Conclusion: The vectors g1, g2, g3, g4 obtained after step 5 now have to be reinterpreted
as power series in K[[x, y, z]]. By construction, they form the reduced standard basis of the
ideal I we started with.

Computations: We start now with the explicit description of the various stages of the
construction of the reduced standard basis of the ideal I .

Step 1: Computation of a minimal standard basis of I .

Let Ĩ = 〈H,Gk〉 = 〈t−h, gk〉 be the ideal ofK[[x, y, z, t]] associated to I as in Lemma 8.1
(here, no e`’s appear, since we work with ideals instead of modules; the index k varies between
1 and 3). We may apply Mora’s tangent cone algorithm or Lazard’s homogenization method.
Let u be a homogenizing variable, and denote by Hh, Ghk the homogenized polynomials of
H and Gk in K[x, y, z, t, u].

We extend the monomial order <η on N3 first to an order <ε on N4 (the set of exponents of
series in K[[x, y, z, t]]) such that inεH = t and inεGk = inηgk, and then <ε to an order <h
on N5 (the set of exponents of series in K[[x, y, z, t, u]]) such that π(lmh(Hh)) = inε(H)

and π(lmh(Ghk) = inε(Gk), where lmh denotes the leading monomial of a polynomial with
respect to <h and π : N4 × N→ N4.

A polynomial Gröbner basis with respect to <h on N5 of the ideal J ⊂ K[x, y, z, t, u]

generated by Hh, Gh1 , Gh2 and Gh3 is given by

ut− 1
2uz −

1
2 t

2, uy2 + zyx, uzy + zy2 + zx2, uz2 + tyx,

zy3 − z2yx+ zyx2, t2y2 + 2tzyx− z2yx, z2y2 − ty2x+ z2x2,

t2zy + 2tzy2 − ty2x+ 2tzx2, t2z2 + 2t2yx− tzyx,

z3yx− tzyx2 + tyx3,zy2x2 − z2x3 + zx4, ty3x− tzyx2 + tyx3,

z3x3 − ty2x3, t2yx3 + 2tzx4 − z2x4, uzx4 − z2yx3 + tyx4,

tz2yx3 − 1
2 t

2zx4 + 2tzx5 − z2x5 + 1
2 tyx

5,

t3zx4 − 4t2zx5 − 8tzyx5 + 4z2yx5 + 4tzx6 − z2x6.
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Now substitute u by 1 and t by h(z) to get a standard basis of I . It is given by g1, g2 and g3

as above and the series g4, with

g4 = x4z − x3yz2 + x4yh(z) =

= x4z − x3yz2 + x4y( 1
2z + 1

8z
2 + . . .)

and initial monomial x4z. This series has as father code the polynomial

G4 = x4z − x3yz2 + x4yt.

The standard basis shows that the ideal I satisfies Hironaka’s box condition with respect to a
monomial order such that x < y < z. The initial ideal is generated by z2, yz, y2 and x4z.
Moreover, it can be seen that the series g1, g2, g3, g4 form a Janet basis of I with scopes 3, 2,
2 and 1 respectively.

Step 2: Computation of the reduced standard basis of the ideal I1 = 〈g1〉.

Clearly, g1 = z2 + xyh is the only z-regular series among g1, . . . , g4. We set I1 = 〈g1〉 ⊂
K[[x, y, z]]. The monomials xyzm appearing in xyh(z) are multiples of the initial monomial
z2 of g1, therefore g1 is not reduced (or in Weierstrass form). Let us apply the algorithm
described in Theorem 10.1 for xn-regular series in order to find a reduced standard basis of
the ideal I1. This algorithm coincides with the algorithm in [4, Thm. 5.5]. The minimal
reduced standard basis b11, b1 of the ideal Ĩ1 = 〈H,G1〉 ⊂ K[[x, y, z, t]] has the following
form (with the notation of the proof of Theorem 10.1).

b11 = t− b◦11 − u1110(x′)− u1111(x′)z,

b1 = z2 − b◦1 − u110(x′)− u111(x′)z,

where b◦11, b
◦
1 belong to K ⊕Kz, the letter x′ stands for the variables (x, y), and u1110(x′),

u1111(x′), u110(x′), u111(x′) are power series vanishing at 0. To simplify let us write

b = t− b◦ − u0(x′)− u1(x′)z,

c = z2 − c◦ − w0(x′)− w1(x′)z.

We first compute b◦ and c◦ by setting x and y equal to 0 in the ideal Ĩ1. We get the ideal

〈H(0, 0, z, t), G1(0, 0, z, t)〉 = 〈H, z2〉 = 〈t− h, z2〉 ⊂ K[[t, z]].

From the mother code of h(z) we can compute its Taylor expansion up to any given degree.
In this case we have h = 1

2z+ 1
8z

2 + · · ·. It follows that the (minimal) reduced standard basis
of the ideal 〈t− h, z2〉 is t− 1

2z and z2. This implies that b◦ = 1
2z and c◦ = 0.

Next we have to find a family code for the series u0(x, y), u1(x, y), w0(x, y), w1(x, y). We
will divide – using the polynomial division – the polynomialsH andG1 by the virtual reduced
standard basis

B = t− b◦ − u0 − u1z = t− 1
2z − u0 − u1z,

C = z2 − c◦ − w0 − w1z = z2 − w0 − w1z

of the ideal Ĩ1 with initial monomials t and z2, where u0, u1, w0, w1 are now just unknowns.
The remainders R,S of these divisions are

R = (−2u1 +u0 +2u0u1 + 1
4w1 +u1w1 +u2

1w1)z−2u0 +u2
0 + 1

4w0 +u1w0 +u2
1w0,

S = ( 1
2xy + xyu1 + w1)z + xyu0 + w0.

Let U1, U2, respectively W1, W2, be the coefficients of z and 1 in R and S. It is easy
to prove that they form a mother code with baby series u0(x, y), u1(x, y), w0(x, y) and
w1(x, y). In the present example the solutions vanishing at 0 of this mother code can
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be described in an equivalent and more explicit way as follows. From the four equations
U1 = U2 = W1 = W2 = 0 we get

u0(x, y) = w0(x, y) = 0,

w1(x, y) = − 1
2xy − xyu1(x, y),

u1(x, y) = − 1
16xy + 1

16x
2y2 − 67

1024x
3y3 +O(x4y4),

where the last series is the unique solution vanishing at 0 of the equation

H2(x, y, z, t2) = 8xyt32 + 12xyt22 + 16(1 + xy)t2 + xy = 0

in a new variable t2. In this way,H2 becomes the mother code of the algebraic series u1(x, y),
its father code being the polynomial t2. The father code of w1(x, y) is − 1

2xy − xyt2.

The reduced standard basis of the ideal I1 = 〈g1〉 is given by substituting in the polynomial
C = z2 − w0 − w1z the variables w0 and w1 by the series w0(x, y) = 0 and w1(x, y) =

− 1
2xy− xyu1(x, y). We get the algebraic series z2 + ( 1

2xy+ xyu1(x, y))z with father code
C(0,− 1

2xy−xyt2, x, y, z) = z2 + ( 1
2xy+xyt2)z. We denote this series in the sequel again

by g1, and call its father code G1. The corresponding baby series u1(x, y) is denoted by
h2(x, y) with mother code H2(x, y, z, t2) from above. For later reference we collect the new
data in a table.

g1 = z2 + ( 1
2xy + xyh2(x, y))z,

G1 = z2 + ( 1
2xy + xyt2)z,

h2(x, y) = − 1
16xy + 1

16x
2y2 − 67

1024x
3y3 + . . .,

H2(x, y, z, t2) = 8xyt32 + 12xyt22 + 16(1 + xy)t2 + xy.

Note here that the original baby series h = h1 has been eliminated.

Step 3: Reduction of g2, g3, g4 by I1 = 〈g1〉.

We will apply the algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 11.1 for xn-regular series to
divide g2, g3, g4 by g1. It will be useful to add a new variable t3 and define

H3(x, y, z, t1, t2, t3) = t3 + 1
2xy + xyt2.

In this setting (H1, H2, H3) is the mother code of the baby series (h1, h2, h3) whereh1 = h(z)

and h2 = u1(x, y) have been previously defined and where h3 equalsw1(x, y) from above. It
is clear from in(I1) = 〈z2〉 that g2 = yz+x2z+y2z and g3 = y2 +xyz are already reduced
with respect to I1. Let us reduce g4. We shall use polynomial division. Let Ĩ1 = 〈B,C〉 be
the ideal in K[[x, y, z, t1, t2, t3]] associated to I1 as in Lemma 8.1 (it is checked that this is
exactly the ideal of the lemma), with virtual reduced standard basis

B = t1 − 1
2z − t2z,

C = z2 − t3z.

Dividing the father code G1 of g1 by B and C with initial monomials t1 and z2 we get

G4 = x4z − x3yz2 + t1x
4y =

= x4yB − x3yC +D4,

where D4 = ( 1
2yx

4 + yx4t2 + x4 − yx3t3)z. Let us replace G4 by D4 and call it again
G4. It is the father code of a new algebraic series, denoted again by g4, and defined by
g4 = G4(x, y, z, h1, h2, h3). We have

g4 = ( 1
2yx

4 + yx4h2 + x4 − yx3h3)z.
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The series g2, g3, g4 are now reduced with respect to I1 = 〈g1〉. For later reference we collect
the actual data in a table.

g1 = z2 + ( 1
2xy + xyh2(x, y))z,

G1 = z2 + ( 1
2xy + xyt2)z,

g2 = G2 = yz + x2z + y2z,

g3 = G3 = y2 + xyz,

g4 = ( 1
2yx

4 + yx4h2 + x4 − yx3h3)z,

G4 = ( 1
2yx

4 + yx4t2 + x4 − yx3t3)z,

h1 = 1
2z + 1

8z
2 + . . .,

h2 = − 1
16xy + 1

16x
2y2 − 67

1024x
3y3 + . . .,

h3 = − 1
2xy − xyh2,

H1 = 2t1 − t21 + z,

H2 = 8xyt32 + 12xyt22 + 16(1 + xy)t2 + xy,

H3 = t3 + 1
2xy + xyt2.

Step 4: Computation of the reduced standard basis of the submodule I2 = 〈g2, g3, g4〉 of
co(I1) ∼= K[[x, y]]2.

The canonical direct monomial complement co(I2) equals K[[x, y]] ⊕ K[[x, y]]z and is
therefore isomorphic to K[[x, y]]2 as K[[x, y]]-module. The three series g2, g3, g4 are
mapped under this isomorphism onto the vectors

g2 = (0, y + x2 + y2),

g3 = (y2, xy),

g4 = (0, x4 + 1
2x

4y + x4yh2 − x3yh3).

The monomial order<η on N3 induces via the inclusionK[[x, y]]⊕K[[x, y]]z ⊂ K[[x, y, z]]

a monomial order, also denoted by <η , on N2 × {1, 2}. The respective initial monomial
vectors are

in(g2) = (0, y),

in(g3) = (y2, 0),

in(g4) = (0, x4).

We see that g2 and g3 are y-regular, whereas g3 is not. By the proof of Theorem 10.1 we first
treat the submodule generated by g2 and g3.

Substep 4A: Computing the reduced standard basis of the submodule I3 = 〈g2, g3〉 of
K[[x, y]]2.

The vectors g2, g3 are not the reduced standard basis of I3 but form at least a minimal standard
basis. The father codes of g2 and g3 areG2 = (0, y+x2+y2) andG3 = (y2, xy) respectively.
They do not depend on the variables ti. From the proofs of Thms. 2 and 3 follows that we
have to consider the virtual reduced standard basis of Ĩ3 = I3. Said differently, we do not
need to consider the vectors Bi`. Thus

B2 = y2 · e1 − b◦2 −
∑2
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 u2mjy

jem,

B3 = y · e2 − b◦3 −
∑2
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 u3mjy

jem,
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where d1 = 2, d2 = 1 and the vectors b◦2, b◦3 belong to (K ×K)⊕ (Ky × (0)). The vectors
b◦2, b◦3 are obtained by specializing x to 0 inG2 andG3. FromG2(0, y) = (y2, 0), G3(0, y) =

(0, y + y2) we conclude that b◦2 = b◦3 = (0, 0).

We then apply the polynomial division to reduce G2 and G3 by the virtual reduced standard
basis B2 and B3 of I3 with initial monomial vectors y2 · e1 and y · e2. The corresponding
remainders are

((u311u211 +u211u220 +u211 +u210)y+u210u220 +u210 +u310u211,

u320u211+u2
220+u220+x2),

((u211x+ u311)y + u210x+ u310, u220x+ u320).

Therefore, the system

u311u211 + u211u220 + u211 + u210 = 0,

u210u220 + u210 + u310u211 = 0,

u320u211 + u2
220 + u220 + x2 = 0,

u211x+ u311 = 0,

u210x+ u310 = 0,

u220x+ u320 = 0

is the mother code for the series u210(x), u211(x), u220(x), u310(x), u311(x), u320(x). From
this system we get

u210(x) = u211(x) = u310(x) = u311(x) = 0,

u220(x) = h4(x),

u320(x) = −h4(x)x,

where

h4(x) = − 1
2 +

√
1
4 − x2 = −x2 − x4 − 2x6 − 5x8 +O(x10)

is the unique solution vanishing at 0 of the equation

H4 = t24 + t4 + x2 = 0.

The reduced standard basis of the submodule I3 = 〈g2, g3〉 of K[[x, y]]2 is

(0, y − h4(x)),

(y2, xh4(x)).

We denote these vectors again by g2 and g3. For later reference we collect the actual data in
a table.

g1 = z2 + ( 1
2xy + xyh2(x, y))z,

G1 = z2 + ( 1
2xy + xyt2)z,

g2 = G2 = yz + x2z + y2z,

g3 = G3 = y2 + xyz,

g4 = ( 1
2yx

4 + yx4h2 + x4 − yx3h3)z,

G4 = ( 1
2yx

4 + yx4t2 + x4 − yx3t3)z,

h1 = 1
2z + 1

8z
2 + . . .,

h2 = − 1
16xy + 1

16x
2y2 − 67

1024x
3y3 + . . .,
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h3 = − 1
2xy − xyh2,

h4 = −x2 − x4 − 2x6 − 5x8 + . . .,

H1 = 2t1 − t21 + z,

H2 = 8xyt32 + 12xyt22 + 16(1 + xy)t2 + xy,

H3 = t3 + 1
2xy + xyt2,

H4 = t24 + t4 + x2 = 0.

Substep 4B: Reduction of g4 by the submodule I3 = 〈g2, g3〉 of K[[x, y]]2.

We reduce the vector g4 = (0, 1
2yx

4 + yx4h2 + x4− yx3h3) by I3 = 〈g2, g3〉. We point out
that it is not enough – as the special shape of g2 = (0, y − h4(x)) may suggest – to replace y
by h4(x) in g4 because the power series h2(x, y) and h3(x, y) depend on x, y.

The virtual reduced standard basis Bi`, B2, B3 with i = 2, 3, 4, ` = 1, 2, of the submodule
Ĩ3 = 〈Hi · e`, G2, G3〉 of K[[x, y, z, t2, t3, t4]] as in Lemma 8.1 is

Bi` = ti · e` − b◦i` −
∑2
m=1

∑dm−1
j=0 ui`mj · yj · em,

B2 = (0, y − h4(x)),

B3 = (y2, xh4(x)),

using here the computation we made in Substep 4A. To calculate the reduced standard basis
of Ĩ3 we use polynomial division: We divide Hi`, i = 2, 3, 4, ` = 1, 2, and G2 and G3 by
Bιλ, ι = 2, 3, 4, λ = 1, 2, and B2, B3 with leading monomial vectors tι · eλ, y · e2, y

2 · e1

respectively. From the remainders of these divisions we get – by a rather tedious computation
– a system defining the mother code for the series ui`mj(x). Another, more direct computation
then shows that this system can be transformed into an equivalent system of formH5 = H6 =

0 where

H5 = 8xt4t
3
5 + 16xt4t

2
5 + (16 + 16xt4)t5 + xt4,

H6 = (16 + 12t4t5x+ 8t4t
2
5x+ 16xt4 + 1

32 t
3
4x

3 − 3
4 t

2
4x

2 − 1
2 t

2
4t5x

2)t6+

+x3t4 + 1
512 t

3
4x

5 − 3
64 t

2
4x

4,

and where we have set t5 = u2220, t6 = u2120. The baby series vector of the mother code
(H5, H6) will be denoted by (h5, h6).

Now we can apply polynomial division to reduce G4 with respect to the virtual reduced
standard basis Bi`, B2, B3 of Ĩ3. The division gives

G4 =
∑
Ãi`Bi` + Ã2B2 + Ã3B3 + C4,

C4 = (0, ((t4 + t24)t5 + 1 + 1
2 t

2
4 + 1

2 t4)x4),

where C4 is the father code of the reduction of g4 by g2, g3. We denote this reduction again
by g4. It is the vector obtained fromC4 by substituting the variables t4, t5 by the power series
h4 and h5.

Substep 4C: Computation of the reduced standard basis of the submodule I4 = 〈g4〉 of
co(I3) ∼= K[[x]]3.

By Substep 4B we have achieved that g4 belongs to the canonical direct monomial complement

co(I3) = (K[[x]]⊕K[[x]]y)×K[[x]]

of I3 in K[[x, y]]2. We will identify co(I3) with K[[x]]3 as K[[x]]-modules. Thus

g4 = (0, 0, ((h4 + h2
4)(h5 + 1

2 ) + 1)x4).
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The reduced standard basis of I4 is (0, 0, x4) since h4(0) = 0 implies that ((h4 + h2
4)(h5 +

1
2 ) + 1) is invertible in K[[x]]. Here we could also apply the algorithm of Theorem 10.1 to
compute the reduced standard basis of I4. In this case the computations are trivial because
the base ring is the principal ideal domain K[[x]]. We set again g4 = (0, 0, x4) with father
code G4 = (0, 0, x4).

Substep 4D: Reduction of g2, g3 by I4 = 〈g4〉.

We apply the division algorithm of Theorem 11.1 in order to divide the tails g2 and g3 of g2

and g3 by g4 (this is sufficient since in(g2) and in(g3) do not contribute to the remainders.) As
g2, g3 and g4 belong to co(I3) = (K[[x]]⊕K[[x]]y)×K[[x]] we may treat them as vectors
in K[[x]]3. We thus have

g2 = (0, 0, h4),

g3 = (0, 0,−xh4),

g4 = (0, 0, x4).

Using that h4 = −x2 − x4 − 2x6 − · · · it can be seen by inspection that the remainders of
the division of g2 and g3 by g4 are (0, 0,−x2) and (0, 0, x3).

This can also be seen alternatively by applying the polynomial division. Namely, as g2, g3

as well as g4 belong to (0)× (0)×K[[x]] we can work with the respective last components
in K[[x]]. Let us consider the polynomials G2 = t4, G3 = −xt4 and G4 = x4 as the father
codes of the last components of g2, g3 and g4 respectively.

Since the only baby series appearing in g2, g3, g4 is h4 we have to consider the virtual reduced
standard basis B41, B4 of the ideal Ĩ5 ⊂ K[[x, t4]] generated by H4 = t24 + t4 + x2 and
G4 = x4. One has

B41 = t4 − u4110 − u4111x+ u4112x
2 + u4113x

3,

B4 = x4 − u410 − u411x+ u412x
2 + u413x

3.

We get u410 = u411 = u412 = u413 = 0 since the initial monomial of the baby series b4 of
B4 should be x4. On the other hand, the remainder of the polynomial division of H4 by B41

and B4 is

(u4113 + 2u4111u4112)x3 + (1 + u4112 + u4111)x2 + u4111x,

which implies u4111 = u4113 = 0 and u4112 = −1. The reduced standard basis of Ĩ5 is
b41 = t4 + x2 and b4 = x4. Finally, we have to divide G2 and G3 by B41 and B4 using the
polynomial division with leading monomial vectors t4 and x4. One has

G2 = t4 = B41 − x2,

G3 = −xt4 = −xB41 + x3.

Rephrasing everything as vectors in K[[x, y]]2, the reductions of g2, g3 by g4 are

(0, y + x2),

(y2,−x3).

We set again g2 = (0, y + x2), g3 = (y2,−x3), rewrite g4 as g4 = (0, x4), together with
their father codes G2 = (0, y + x2), G3 = (y2,−x3) and G4 = (0, x4). This is the reduced
standard basis of I3; it coincides with what we have got at the beginning of this substep.

Conclusion of Step 4: To finish Step 4 we have to rewrite the preceding vectors as al-
gebraic power series in x, y, z in order to obtain the reduced standard basis of the ideal
I2 = 〈g2, g3, g4〉 of K[[x, y, z]]. The corresponding reduced standard basis is given by the
polynomials (we write again g1, g2 and g3)
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g2 = yz + x2z,

g3 = y2 − x3z,

g4 = x4z.

They coincide with their father codes.

Step 5: Reduction of g1 by the submodule I2 = 〈g2, g3, g4〉 of K[[x, y]]2.

Recall that g1 = z2+( 1
2xy+xyh2)z. It suffices to divide the tail g1 = −( 1

2xy+xyh2)z of g1

by I2 = 〈g2, g3, g4〉. We consider g1 and g2, g3, g4 as vectors in co(I1) ∼= K[[x, y]]2. Their
father codes are G1 = (0,−xyt2 − 1

2xy), G2 = (0, y+ x2), G3 = (y2,−x3), G4 = (0, x4)

respectively. The computation splits into two parts. Following Theorem 11.1 we will divide
first g1 by I3 = 〈g2, g3〉 as vectors inK[[x, y]]2 because g2, g3 are the y-regular power series
among g2, g3, g4. Afterwards, g1 will be divided by I4 = 〈g4〉 as a vector in co(I3) ∼= K[[x]]3.

Notice here that it is necessary to work with power series vectors in the canonical direct
monomial complements co(I1) and co(I3). This is possible because, by the preceding steps,
g1 is reduced with respect to itself (hence g1 belongs to co(I1)), g2, g3 and g4 are reduced
with respect to g1 (hence also belong to co(I1)), and g4 is reduced with respect to g2 and g3

(hence belongs to co(I3) ⊂ co(I1)).

Substep 5A: Reduction of g1 by I3 = 〈g2, g3〉.

We have to divide g1 by g2 and g3 as described in Theorem 11.1. We will use the polynomial
division to divide the father code G1 of g1 by the virtual reduced standard basis B21, B22,
B2, B3 of Ĩ3 = 〈H2 · e1, H2 · e2, G2, G3〉 in K[[x, y, t2]]2. Notice that the only baby series
appearing in g1, g2, g3 is h2. Therefore, the only mother code appearing in Ĩ1 isH2. We have

B21 = (t2 − u2110 − u2111y,−u2120),

B22 = (−u2210 − u2211y, t2 − u2220),

B2 = (0, y − u220),

B3 = (y2,−u320),

where the form of B2 and B3 follows from the computation made in Substep 4D. The
remainder of this polynomial division is R = (0, x3(u2220 + 1

2 )). The algebraic series
u2220(x) is defined by the mother code

H7 = 8x3t37 + 12x3t27 − (16− 16x3)t7 + x3,

where we have set t7 = u2220. This mother code H7 results from the division of H2 · e` and
G2, G3 by Biλ, B2, B3 and an appropriate simplification. Let us write h7 for the baby series
u2220(x) with mother code H7. It then follows that the reduction of g1 = (0,− 1

2xy − xyt2)

with respect to I3 is (0, x3(h7 + 1
2 )). We write this reduction again as g1 = (0, x3(h7 + 1

2 )).
Note that it belongs to co(I3).

Substep 5B: Reduction of g1 by I4 = 〈g4〉.

We have to divide the tail g1 of g1 by g4 as described in Theorem 11.1. For this we will
consider g1 and g4 as vectors in co(I3) ∼= K[[x]]3. We have g1 = (0, 0, x3(h7 + 1

2 )) and
g4 = (0, 0, x4). Since h7(0) = 0 the reduction of g1 with respect to g4 is (0, 0, 1

2x
3). As in

Substep 4D this reduction can be also computed by using the polynomial division. We omit
the details.

Conclusion of example: Starting with the family code H1 = t21 − 2t1 + z, G1 = z2 + xyt1,
G2 = yz + x2z + y2z, G3 = y2 + xyz of the generators g1, g2 and g3 of the ideal
I ⊂ K[[x, y, z]] with baby series h = 1 −

√
1− z = 1

2z + 1
8z

2 + . . . we have found the
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reduced standard basis of I with respect to <η as the polynomials (denoted again by g1, g2,
g3 and g4)

g1 = z2 − 1
2x

3z,

g2 = yz + x2z,

g3 = y2 − x3z,

g4 = x4z.

They coincide with their father codes, and all baby series and mother codes have disappeared.
We leave it as a challenge to the interested reader to find this basis of I directly without using
the algorithms of the paper.
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